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Bridging the gaps

China’s One Belt, One Road 
(OBOR) initiative linking 65 
countries over land and sea 
is an ambitious plan that has 
dominated debate in the 

region. Crossing the Middle East, Europe, West Asia, North 
Africa, South Asia, South-East Asia, the Commonwealth of 
Independent States, Mongolia, Russia and China, OBOR will 
open trade and investment opportunities across a vast terrain. 

On page 16 we look at how the OBOR development framework 
is progressing and what it will mean for corporations in Asia. As one 
senior ACCA member put it: ‘China is not looking at OBOR as a 
fi ve-year plan. It is a plan to cover a century.’ 

Could you help shape the future of ACCA? On page 23, ACCA 
president Alexandra Chin writes on the importance of Council to 
the governance of ACCA, and invites members to put themselves 
forward for election. Council members contribute their knowledge 
and skills and work closely with the Executive Team to devise 
ACCA’s strategy and oversee its delivery. 

Last year, AB magazine published an article by ACCA chief 
executive Helen Brand on how feedback from member surveys is 

used to improve services. On page 64, she updates readers on what 
ACCA has been doing since the last satisfaction survey to enhance 
the range of products and services offered to members. Among 
them are a new ACCA Careers website; a refresh of CPD training; 
increased research into the role of the fi nance professional; and 
greater lobbying of governments, regulators and tax authorities.

It’s not often that Shakespeare and accounting appear in the 
same sentence, but in his informative and wry column on page 22, 
Errol Oh makes a link between the bard, who died 400 years ago 
this month, and his interest in fi nancial management.

In this month’s big interview we speak with John Kam FCCA, 
general manager and zone manager of Bank of East Asia China’s 
Shenzhen branch. In charge of branches across the Pearl River 
Delta, he explains how he has been at the forefront of developing 
a robust banking system in mainland China (see page 12).

And fi nally, on page 9 you can fi nd out about our latest video 
interview in which Conor Lawler ACCA talks about his dream job 
as senior vice president, fi nance, at Atlantis The Palm, one of the 
most iconic resorts in Dubai.

Colette Steckel, Asia editor, colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

Welcome

Accounting 
and Business
The leading monthly magazine for 
fi nance professionals, available in 
six different versions: China, Ireland, 
International, Malaysia, Singapore 
and UK.

There are different ways to read AB. 
Find out more at
www.accaglobal.com/ab

Also from ACCA

AB Direct
Sign up for our weekly news and 
technical bulletin at 
www.accaglobal.com/ab

Accountancy Futures
View our twice-yearly research and 
insights journal at 
www.accaglobal.com/futuresjournal

Student Accountant
Access the magazine for 
ACCA Qualifi cation and 
Foundation-level students at 
www.accaglobal.com/
studentaccountant

Member benefits
To learn more about the 
benefits of ACCA membership, 
visit www.accaglobal.com/
memberbenefi ts  

ACCA Careers
Search thousands of vacancies and 
sign up for customised job alerts at 
our jobs site www.accacareers.com/
china-hong-kong

About ACCA

ACCA is the global body for 
professional accountants. We aim to 
offer business-relevant, fi rst-choice 
qualifi cations to people of application, 
ability and ambition around the 
world who seek a rewarding 
career in accountancy, fi nance and 
management. We support our 178,000 
members and 455,000 students 
throughout their careers, providing 
services through a network of 95 
offi ces and active centres.  
www.accaglobal.com 

Channels and media

Accounting and Business is more 
than just a magazine. You can read 
us, follow us and engage with us – 
and in more ways than one. 

AB hub
See our new AB hub at 
www.accaglobal.com/ab 

AB app
Download from iTunes App Store, 
Google Play or via the AB hub

AB digital archive
The latest issue and an 
archive of issues stretching back 
to 2009

Twitter
Accounting and Business tweets 
at @ACCA_ABmagazine 

Videos and podcasts
Look for links in the magazine or 
go to www.accaglobal.com/ab

Webinars
On a raft of topical issues
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▲ Eyes on the prize
US presidential 
hopefuls continued 
to slug it out in the 
state primaries as 
they fought to secure 
the Democratic and 
Republican nominations

▲ New beginnings
Tsai Ing-wen will 
become Taiwan’s first 
female president in 
May; her Democratic 
Progressive Party also 
won control of the 
legislature

► No move
HSBC will keep its 
headquarters in 
the UK, following a 
lengthy review. The 
bank had reportedly 
considered relocating 
to Hong Kong

► Fashion alert
As pollution problems 
heighten, China’s 
fashion industry is 
incorporating gas 
masks as the haute 
couture accessory  
of the year

6 News | Pictures
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▼ Rich list
Beijing has overtaken 
New York as ’billionaire 
capital’, according to 
wealth tracker Hurun. 
China’s billionaires have 
a combined net worth 
of $1.4 trillion

▼ Not so magical
Hong Kong Disneyland 
has recorded a loss 
of HK$148m – the 
first in four years. The 
downturn was blamed 
on fewer visitors from 
mainland China

► Taking stock
Chicago Stock 
Exchange is set to be 
acquired by Chongqing 
Casin Enterprise Group 
– the first US exchange 
to be bought by a 
Chinese company
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News roundup
This issue’s stories and infographics from across the Asia-Pacifi c region, as well as a 
look at the latest developments affecting the fi nance profession around the world

Buck stops with CFO
Responsibility for fraud 
risk management tends 
to fall to the CFO in most 
companies, a survey has 
found. Yet nearly half of the 
businesses canvassed (48%) 
fail to conduct a formal risk 
assessment on at least an 
annual basis, while 27% 
have never done so. With a 
typical organisation losing an 
estimated 5% of its annual 
revenue to fraud, organisations 
cannot afford not to take an 
urgent and strategic approach 
to fi ghting white-collar crime 
and fraud, suggests the 
2016 White Collar Crime and 
Fraud Risk Study by global 
consulting fi rm Protiviti and 
the economic crime and 
justice studies department at 
Utica College, New York.  

Cloud is a win-win
Accountants should not worry 
that embracing technology 
could see them losing that 

entrepreneurs to gain access 
to financing. As a strategic 
initiative of the Islamic finance 
industry to operationalise 
investment accounts, a new 
product for the sector, the 
Investment Account Platform 
(IAP), facilitates direct 
investment by investors in 
viable ventures of their choice. 
In launching the IAP, Bank 
Negara Malaysia governor 
Tan Sri Dr Zeti Akhtar Aziz said 
the centralised multi-bank 
platform is more than just a 
new, innovative medium for 
shariah-compliant investments 
and fundraising initiatives. ‘It 
signifi es a fundamental shift 
towards providing solutions 
that address the prevailing 
gap in the current risk-transfer 
fi nancial regime to one that 
now allows for fi nancial 
institutions,’ she said.

Digital revolution
The growth of the digital 
economy could add 

Storm brewing for CFOs

CFOs’ confi dence across all aspects of corporate reporting has fallen compared with last year, according to a survey 
of 1,000 companies for EY’s annual report, Are you prepared for corporate reporting’s perfect storm? 

personal touch with clients, 
Thomson Reuters’ Christina 
Wiseman wrote in Accounting 
Today. Rather, cloud-based 
applications, like client portals 
and document sharing, 
can build stronger client 
relationships. Cloud-based 
fi le sharing gives clients 
24/7 access to data across 
all platforms; offers back-up 
security and hacker protection; 
and frees up time for all 
concerned. Lastly, today’s 
clients expect it, Wiseman 
said; if they check even bank 
accounts online, they are 
already using the cloud. ‘The 
bottom line is that cloud-
based technology not only 
enables you to build stronger 
relationships with clients, it 
also makes it possible for your 
fi rm to become more effi cient 
and productive.’

ASEAN trade boost
US president Barack Obama 
has announced a package of 

measures designed to boost 
South-East Asian economies 
and the region’s role as an 
important trade partner. 
The plan will establish three 
economic offices – in Jakarta, 
Bangkok and Singapore – 
‘to better coordinate our 
economic engagement 
and connect more of our 
entrepreneurs, investors and 
businesses with each other’. 
Collectively, the 10 nations of 
the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations are the fourth-
largest trading partner for 
the US, with two-way trade in 
goods and services tripling 
since the 1990s to top 
US$254bn in 2014. 

Islamic Fintech launch
A consortium of six Islamic 
banking institutions has 
launched Malaysia’s first 
bank-intermediated financial 
technology (Fintech) platform, 
enabling SMEs, corporates, 
new growth industries and 

Have 16 or more 
reporting systems

Comply with more than 10 
reporting standards

Have seen an increase in 
the number of standards

Say there has been an 
increase in the number of 

standards issued

63%32% 71%

Source: EY

48%
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US$1 trillion to the GDP of 
the Association of Southeast 
Nations (ASEAN) bloc over 
the next 10 years, according 
to a report by global 
management consulting firm 
ATKearney in conjunction 
with telecommunications 
group Axiata. The report 
highlights three key factors 
that could see ASEAN 
become one of the world’s 
top-five digital economies by 
2025: a robust economy with 
a combined GDP of US$2.5 
trillion growing at 6% per 
annum; a literate population 
of more than 600 million, 
of which 50% are below 30; 
and a well-developed ICT 
cluster with a track record of 
innovation and investment into 
new technology.  

Networks by numbers
BDO has retained its position 
as the top mid-tier network in 
the International Accounting 
Bulletin’s 2016 world rankings, 
coming in at number fi ve 
for fee income (a 4% annual 
growth rate) behind the top 
four PwC, Deloitte, EY and 
KPMG. Making up the rest 

liquidity of corporates in Asia 
Pacifi c manageable.  

United effort
Meeting in Shanghai, fi nancial 
policymakers from the 
world’s 20 major economies 
pledged to use all policy 
tools, including monetary, 
fi scal and structural, to 
strengthen global recovery 
amid growing concerns of 
further downward risks. The 
leaders cited volatile capital 
fl ows, slumping commodity 
prices, escalating geopolitical 
tensions, a potential UK exit 
from the European Union and 
increasing refugees as major 
vulnerabilities of the global 
economy. During the meeting, 
the economies also promised 
to fully implement agreed 
fi nancial reforms, combat 
terrorist fi nancing and mobilise 
green fi nance. 

Data driven
PwC plans to add more than 
1,000 data scientists to the 500 
currently active in its US$5bn 
global deals operation over 
the next 18-24 months. This 
multi-million-dollar investment 

of the top 10 are RSM, Grant 
Thornton International, Crowe 
Horwath International and 
Nexia International. According 
to the data, Baker Tilly 
recorded the highest growth 
rate for the year, gaining a 7% 
increase in revenue. RSM was 
in second place for growth, 
gaining 6%. More on page 40.

Slower but manageable
The negative trend rating 
for Asian non-fi nancial 
corporates in 2015 will 
worsen in 2016, predicted 
Moody’s, as pressure increases 
on companies’ operating 
and fi nancial performance. 
Weakening demand due to 
China’s slowing economy, and 
to overcapacity and therefore 
depressed prices in the oil 
and commodities industries, 
was cited. Upstream oil 
companies, as well as metal 
and mining fi rms, are the most 
pressured because of the 
protracted downturn in the oil 
and commodities industries, 
Moody’s said. However, 
continued monetary easing 
by China and the European 
Union is expected to keep the 

mirrors increasing client and 
buyer demand for advanced 
data-driven insight when 
making a decision about an 
acquisition or divestment, 
John Dwyer, PwC’s global 
head of deals, said. ‘As the 
sophistication of investors 
and the availability of data 
grows, it’s critical that our 
professionals are supported 
by the latest technological 
advances,’ he said. ‘This 
additional investment will 
allow us to accelerate the 
development of our services 
and deliver transformational 
insights to our clients 
throughout the deal cycle.’ 
The combination of 
technology and strategy, he 
added, will be key to how the 
deal landscape evolves in the 
next 10 years.  

Innovation thrives
China is entering the age 
of the entrepreneur. With 
innovation a priority of 
the nation’s next fi ve-year 
economic roadmap, the 
government allocated 40 
billion yuan (US$6.1bn) last 
year to startup initiatives; » 

Find out more about Conor Lawler’s 
fi ve-star role in the hospitality sector 
at bit.ly/ACCABigInterview 

Conor Lawler got a taste for the hospitality 
sector as a young boy, helping out in his 
parents’ pub in County Carlow, Ireland. 

After running a restaurant business in his home 
country, Lawler took his career international, working in 
Belgrade and Baku before landing his role in Dubai. 

Home for now is Atlantis The Palm in Dubai, alongside 
3,300 staff, not to mention the dolphins and sea lions.

Take one
Overseeing 170 staff at one of Dubai’s most iconic resorts, Conor Lawler ACCA is living his 
dream of working in hospitality, as senior vice president, fi nance, at Atlantis The Palm in Dubai
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by the end of 2015 there were 
more than 2,500 incubators 
for high-tech businesses 
and over 4,000 innovation 
platforms across the country. 
Entry barriers are also coming 
down; people wishing to 
start their own business only 
need to apply to just one 
offi ce for the three essential 
business certifi cates, rather 
than three offi ces previously. 

Ripe for cybercrime
Findings from PwC’s 2016 
Global Economic Crime 
Survey show that more 
organisations in Hong 
Kong and Macau reported 
experiencing economic crime 
during the last 24 months, 
increasing to 21% from 16% 
in 2014. In mainland China, 
28% of respondents said they 
had experienced economic 
crime, compared with 27% 
in 2014. John Donker, PwC 
China and Hong Kong 
lead forensic services partner, 
said cybercriminals thrive in 
dynamic environments such 
as Hong Kong, a technology-
dependent fi nancial 
hub, and Macau, a major 
gaming centre, suggesting 
that unprepared organisations 
are now more exposed 
than ever.  

Value in millennials
The prevalence of millennials 
prepared to job-hop is borne 
out by Deloitte research, 
which shows that 44% of 
the 7,700 tertiary educated 
and employed professionals 
aged up to 31 interviewed 
globally plan to move jobs 
within two years, while only 
27% expect to stay with their 
current employer for more 
than fi ve years. David Hill, 
Deloitte Australia COO, 
said that these millennials 
place great importance on 
working for an organisation 
with innovative leaders 
who offer meaningful work, 
opportunities for professional 
development and a good 
work-life balance. ‘They also 

want their leaders to listen 
and consider their views. In 
my experience we have a lot 
to learn from these bright, 
young future leaders. The 
best leaders value their 
ideas and energy. Those who 
don’t are likely to fi nd their 
millennial workers quickly 
looking elsewhere.’

Strictly speaking
Hong Kong will be one of 
the fi rst markets after the UK 
in the rollout of HSBC’s new 
voice-activated biometric 
security technology. Voice ID 
debuted in February, and is 
expected to have garnered 15 
million UK customers by the 
middle of the year. Customers 
who opt in will no longer have 
to use a security password or 
PIN. Warren Buckley, HSBC’s 
global head of contact 
centres, retail banking and 
wealth Management, said: 
‘Like a fi ngerprint, our voice 
is unique. The biometrics 
technology behind Voice ID 
focuses on how we speak, not 
what we say. It doesn’t matter 
what language a customer 
speaks, if they have a cold or 
sore throat; Voice ID will be 
able to confi rm their identity.’ 
Roll out will be next in Hong 
Kong, Mexico, Canada, the 
US and France, subject to 
regulatory approvals, and 
plans are being developed 
to deploy to more markets 

over the next two years, 
Buckley added.  

Banks hold up
While Singapore’s three 
biggest banks – DBS, OCBC 
and UOB – have signifi cant 
lending exposure to the 
greater China region, analysts 
say the credit risk from this 
is mitigated in at least two 
ways. First, the majority of 
exposure is to Hong Kong, 
while the mainland China 
exposure is predominately 
trade fi nance related, Ng 
Wee Siang, a credit analyst 
at Fitch Ratings, explained 
to Channel NewsAsia. 
Second, the Singapore 
banking industry is tightly 
regulated, with major banks 
subject to more stringent 
capital requirements. In 
addition, these banks are 
making healthy profi ts, which 
‘provide another layer of 
cushion,’ said Ng. 

Open to trade
China ‘takes an open attitude’ 
toward any free trade 
agreement on global trade 
liberalisation and regional 
economic integration so long 
as it sticks to the principle of 
openness and transparency, 
the offi cial news agency Xinhua 
reported. At a press conference 
on the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership (TTIP), 
a trade deal being negotiated 

between the European Union 
and the US, a Ministry of 
Commerce spokesperson said: 
‘China holds that free trade 
deals in all regions and of all 
types should be transparent, 
open and inclusive, and be 
conducive to promoting 
the well-being of people all 
over the world. This is also 
applicable to our attitude 
toward the TTIP.’

IIRC chief to step down
The International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC) has 
announced that CEO Paul 
Druckman will step down this 
year. During almost fi ve years, 
at the helm, Druckman has 
overseen the development of 
the International Integrated 
Reporting Framework, 
released in December 2013, 
and masterminded the 
global awareness-raising and 
adoption of IR in more than 
25 countries. Paying tribute 
to Druckman, IIRC board 
chairman Barry Melancon 
said: ‘Few can doubt the 
personal contribution he 
has made in advocating 
better quality corporate 
reporting and advancing 
IR as part of the solution 
to today’s capital market 
challenges.’ A successor will 
be announced later. ■

Compiled by Peta Tomlinson, 
journalist

Second term for Hoogervorst

Hans Hoogervorst, International 
Accounting and Standards Board (IASB) 
chairman, has been elected for a second 
fi ve-year term from 1 July. Ian Mackintosh 
has decided not to seek a second term 
as vice chairman and will step down on 
30 June. Michel Prada, chairman of the 
IFRS Foundation Trustees, said both 
had provided strong leadership while 
overseeing progress towards global 
adoption of IFRS. ’I am delighted that Hans 
will serve a second term, and wish him 
success in addressing the future challenges 
confronted by the IASB,’ Prada said.
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‘When I first 
came to China, 

BEA had just 
seven branches 

across the border. 
Now, we have 

more than 120’
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Basics

On the right track
After honing his skills in Hong Kong, John Kam FCCA of the Bank of East Asia China has 
been at the forefront of developing a robust banking system in mainland China

In the early 2000s, Hong Kong experienced a harsh 
economic downturn triggered by the Asian financial crisis 
of 1997 and the dotcom bubble burst. With Hong Kong’s 

economy struggling, John Kam, an employee at The Bank of 
East Asia (BEA) there, saw an opportunity and requested a 
transfer to mainland China. 

He first moved to the bank’s branch in Xian in Shaanxi 
province – which sharply contrasted with Hong Kong. ‘In Xian, a 
lot of places in the town centre had no street lights at night,’ he 
remembers. ‘The place was full of dust and sand, and was really 
polluted because of coal burning for heating.’

Today, Kam is general manager and zone manager of BEA 
China’s Shenzhen branch, taking charge of scores of branches in 
the Pearl River Delta. He directly manages the businesses of 14 
sub-branches, including in Huizhou, Dongguan and Shantou, and 
the coaching of almost 500 staff. 

As well as meeting clients with his staff, Kam provides 
financing solutions to various types of enterprises and takes 
charge of myriad business matters. These include business 
planning, operation management, team building and distribution 
of resources among branches, as well as communicating with 
regulators. As zone manager, Kam also has to oversee three 
other regions – Guangxi, Zhuhai and Jiangxi – providing 
assistance to their business operations. 

Armed with unique insights into China’s economic 
development and abundant knowledge of domestic and 
overseas finance markets, he has achieved much during his 15 
years at BEA China, from turning the Xian branch into the largest 
foreign bank in western and central China to helping grow the 
number of branches in the region. ‘When I first came to China, 
BEA had just seven branches across the border. Now, we have 
more than 120,’ he says. In 2010, Kam was honoured for his 
outstanding contribution by Shaanxi’s provincial government. 

In his role, he faces regular challenges. The issue of 
most concern to him currently is tackling rising bad debts, 
caused by the economic slowdown in China. ‘Bad debts 
started to appear in Pearl River Delta last year, and it has 
worsened this year,’ he says. Some of these come from property 
development clients, which lost rental income due to closures 
of factories and wholesale enterprises. ‘The rise of e-commerce, 
affecting the business of wholesalers and retailers, is another 
trigger,’ he adds. 

The recession in the wholesale and retail sectors has also 
rubbed salt in the wound of the manufacturing industry, already 
struggling with high tax, reduced exports, rising wages and fierce 
competition from neighbouring countries.  

To tackle the problem, Kam is focusing on exploring new 
business opportunities, including tapping into the services 
industry, which has come to dominate China’s economy 
during the industrial slowdown. ‘We will increase our business 
proportion in services and high-tech sectors,’ he says.

Kam is also targeting the emerging industries of 
environmental technology and public utilities, as well as 
exploring ways to open up the internet finance market, which 
is gathering momentum in China. ‘You can do a lot with the 
internet, including online lending, wealth management and 
WeChat payment,’ he says, adding that his bank has recently 
become the first foreign bank to join the latter. 

Early beginnings
Kam’s interest in accounting began as a teenager. ‘At that 
time, it was very common for people to learn typing and 
book-keeping, so I learned a bit about book-keeping then,’ 
he recalls. In 1996, after majoring in economics as part of his 
Bachelor’s degree in social science at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, he joined an asset management company where 
he prepared economic analysis for fund managers. In 1997, he 
joined BEA as a senior officer in its China division, then based 
in Hong Kong, where his role was to develop a general ledger 
system for use in China. He was then promoted to marketing 
manager in 2000. »

Headquartered in Hong Kong, The 
Bank of East Asia (BEA) was founded 
in 1918 by Li Koon-chun, great-uncle 
of the present chairman, David Li. 
Listed on the Hong Kong stock 
exchange, BEA is the third largest 
bank in Hong Kong, with 90 branches; 
in June 2015 its total consolidated assets were HK$816bn. 

In mainland China, BEA’s presence dates back to the 
opening of the Shanghai branch in 1920. Today, the group 
operates one of the largest networks of any foreign bank, 
with more than 120 outlets. BEA China offers a full range 
of personal banking and corporate banking services, as 
well as credit cards and wealth management.

Overseas, BEA operates in South-East Asia, the UK 
and the US. Worldwide, including greater China, BEA 
operates more than 240 outlets and employs more 
than 13,000 people.
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Banking reform
Kam has witnessed a number of changes in the banking sector. 
One is the banking reform that has led to the relaxation of 
control of foreign banks by the mainland government. In the 
early 2000s, foreign banks were subject to many restrictions; they 
could only conduct foreign currency business and were banned 
from serving mainland Chinese clients. ‘Since 2007, banks have 
been allowed to provide corporate banking services; this meant 
we could serve mainland Chinese clients,’ Kam explains. 

Aiming to boost the role of markets in a state-run 
banking industry, the Chinese government also cancelled 
the limits on the duration of loans, as well as the caps for 
interest rates for loans and deposits. Recently, China has 
also scrapped a two-decade-old rule that limited bank loans 
to 75% of their deposits. This applies to all types of banks. 
The liberation, Kam says, is a good thing as it will increase 
competition and prevent mainland banks from earning 
excessive profits. ‘Now the market is basically free,’ he says, 
adding that, like other foreign banks, BEA China can provide 
a versatile range of banking and financial services to local 
residents and businesses, including wealth management, 
mortgages, insurance and funds. 

A turning point came in 2001 when he was transferred to 
China to help establish a branch in Xian – the first foreign bank 
in north-western China. Kam first worked as head of accounting, 
setting up accounting systems, later taking charge of other 
areas including the cash department and front office. In 2005, 
he was appointed deputy general manager and was tasked with 
handling the marketing function. 

A career milestone came in 2006 when he was promoted to 
general manager of the Xian branch. It was then that he started 
to witness the business boom in China. ‘In 2008 and 2009, 
business opportunities were all over the place,’ he says. ‘People 
had a strong desire to invest, and there was so much business, so 
much money.’ 

In 2011, he also became zone manager of western 
China, taking charge of all branches in Chongqing, 
Chengdu and Wulumuqi. Over the years, he has grown the 
Xian branch’s level of deposit from less than RMB1bn in 2006 
to RMB8bn in 2012. It is now the biggest foreign bank in 
central and western China. In 2012, he was appointed general 
manager of the Shenzhen branch and zone manager of BEA 
China, taking charge of Shenzhen, Guangxi, Zhuhai and Jiangxi, 
the position he holds today. 
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career,’ he says. Since obtaining 
the ACCA Qualification, Kam has 
continued with other studies, obtaining 
an MBA from the UK’s University of 
Manchester in 2010. 

Asked about the secret to his 
success, Kam, a father of two, says that 
he does everything with his heart, and 

has built team spirit by motivating his staff and treating them 
with great respect. His other success factor is his dedication to 
helping clients, especially during the tough times. 

‘If we don’t approve loans to enterprises because we 
are scared of risks or we demand needy clients to repay 
the loan, we are forcing them to the death road,’ he says. 
‘I feel satisfied that I could help out some enterprises 
during my career, help them develop, and help China’s 
economic development.’ ■

Sherry Lee, journalist

Kam, however, is now faced with growing competition 
from local banks, especially new ones. ‘These new banks are 
extremely competitive and are really flexible,’ Kam says, adding 
that the strong competition has limited the market share of 
foreign banks at 2%; he points out that many new banks are able 
to react quickly to regulatory changes, enabling them to retain 
their competitive edge. 

To ensure that his bank stays competitive, Kam says that 
his strategy is to find niche markets, such as crossborder 
services. Now he is directing his bank to shift to guarantee 
overseas fundraising. 

‘We have our strong banking network in Hong Kong, 
something the new Chinese banks don’t have. We act as 
guarantor for mainland companies to raise funds from Hong 
Kong,’ he says, adding that the bank will issue letters of credit 
for the enterprises to borrow money from an overseas bank for 
mergers and investments abroad.

Kam has also designed a highly popular working capital loan 
for jewellery franchises established in Shenzhen in recent years, 
including Luk Fook and Chow Tai Fook from Hong Kong. ‘The 
franchise company likes our concept as we can provide financing 
to their franchisees,’ he says. ‘We do not require collateral as 
their jewellery is highly liquidable,’ he says, adding that he has 
provided loans to almost 30 franchisees so far.

Prudent management style
Kam adopts a prudent management 
style in running his branches, ensuring 
that they do not rely solely on financial 
statements in approving loans for 
small to medium enterprises. ‘We will 
use the company’s other records to 
check their trustworthiness,’ Kam says. 

To protect their customers, the 
bank has also adopted a stringent 
process to approve products sold 
in its branches. Kam has adopted 
a proactive approach through 
monitoring and education. ‘We 
strengthened our monitoring of staff, 
and also increased education for both 
employees and customers,’ he says. 

Kam says that ACCA has been 
a vital part of his training and 
progression in the profession. Encouraged by his university 
professor, he started studying with ACCA in 1997. He passed all 
14 papers with high marks and gained his Qualification in 2002.

‘The paper on corporate and business law has helped me 
a lot as we often come across legal issues working in a bank,’ 
says. ‘The auditing paper has helped me a lot, such as teaching 
me what is dual control and segregation of duties, and how 
to inspect financial statements,’ he says, adding that the 
knowledge of options pricing also helps him.

ACCA, he says, trains people to become well-rounded 
professionals. ‘ACCA gave me a very solid foundation for my 

2012
General manager, Shenzhen branch 
and zone manager, BEA China

2010
General manager, Xian branch and 
zone manager, BEA China. Gains 
MBA, University of Manchester, UK

2006
General manager, Xian branch, BEA China

2005
Deputy general manager, Xian branch, BEA China

2002
Gains ACCA Qualification

2001
Head of accounting, Xian branch, BEA China

2000
Marketing manager, BEA China

1997
Investment research analyst, 
Winning Investment Management; 
senior officer, China division, BEA

1994
Gained Bachelor of social science 
(majored in economics), Chinese 
University of Hong Kong
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our monitoring 

of staff, and 
also increased 
education for 

both employees 
and customers’
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China’s next frontier: 
One Belt, One Road
An ambitious plan to open up trade routes across large parts of the world will demand 
massive investment in infrastructure, both public and private, over the next decade

For China, the biggest economic story of last year, 
this year and for the foreseeable future is likely to be 
President Xi Jinping’s ambitious One Belt, One Road 

(OBOR) initiative.
The onslaught of publicity has been relentless. Leung Chun-

ying, the chief executive of Hong Kong, referred to OBOR 
48 times in his annual policy speech in January. In the same 
month, almost all the participants at the Asian Financial Forum 
(AFF), which took place in Hong Kong, agreed that there are 
huge opportunities for investment through the new China-led 
initiative. More than 70% said in a survey that they believed the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region would 
benefit from the policy. 

OBOR is a development framework focused on promoting 
cooperation and boosting trade through policy coordination, 
better and more connected infrastructure, lowering or 
elimination of barriers to trade and more financial integration 
among 65 countries along an overland ‘Silk Road Economic 
Belt’ and a ‘21st Century Maritime Silk Road’. OBOR includes 16 
countries in the Middle East and Europe, 16 in West Asia and 
North Africa, eight in South Asia, 11 in South-East Asia, 11 from 
the Commonwealth of Independent States, plus Mongolia and 
Russia, as well as China. President Xi launched OBOR in 2013 
with two main projects as its basic framework: the land-based 
Silk Road Economic Belt and the oceanic 21st Century Maritime 
Silk Road. The idea behind both projects is to develop better 
infrastructure for trade and promote the bilateral development 
of key investment projects between China and the dozens of 
countries that OBOR would enable it to reach. 

‘It does not matter if it’s China or someone else, it has to 
happen,’ said Ronnie Chan, the chairman of property developer 
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Hang Lung, in a speech at the forum. Chan pointed out that 
there is burning demand for infrastructure throughout the region. 

The OBOR initiative would complement other efforts 
that China is undertaking to drive development and improve 
infrastructure throughout the region, and in particular Asia. 

The Japan-led Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimates the 
continent needs $8 trillion of infrastructure investment between 
2010 and 2020. Countries in West Asia in particular are among 
the least connected in the world. 

Indonesia, the biggest economy in Sout-East Asia, now 
spends around 3% of its GDP on infrastructure. There, the need 
for better roads and railways for long-distance distribution and 
more urban transportation options is quite visible, particularly in 
large cities like the capital, Jakarta. According to data published 
by the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, around 
17% of company expenditure goes towards the cost of logistics. 
That figure is less than 10% in other countries around the region 
and lower than that in developed economies. Addressing this 
need is a key goal of OBOR. 

‘I think what China is doing, both through its central corridor 
and maritime road, in terms of trade, is very positive. China has 
become a very important economy for all of us, for Southern 
Asia and ASEAN as a whole.  Anything that helps this route open 
up makes it easier for people to move goods and services, and 
anything that opens up new markets and new community along 
those routes is a positive thing,’ said Jaime Zobel de Ayala, 
chairman and chief executive officer of Philippine conglomerate 
Ayala Corporation. ‘The interlinks between China and ASEAN 
have become increasingly important.’

Investors and companies see OBOR as an opportunity 
even as they look for higher levels of investment to boost the 
development of countries affected by it. 

However, while China says OBOR could be a catalyst for 
growth in the region, others are less certain that enough 
financing will be available to make a visible difference. 

China has taken a multi-pronged approach to alleviating 
these concerns. In January it launched the $100bn Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), a multilateral bank which 
includes a wide range of members and is expected to lend 
$10bn-$15bn a year for the first five or six years. 

‘The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank will largely help 
with infrastructure projects within the region,’ said Kiatchai 
Sophastienphong, Thailand’s vice-minister for finance, a former 
ADB and World Bank official. ‘There are some financial institutes 
providing support to infrastructure across Asia, yet it is good to 
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Djibouti

Malaysia

have one that is dedicated in this area.’ Thailand has come out in 
support of the bank and OBOR, as the country works to position 
itself as a gateway for OBOR’s maritime section. 

Russia, another AIIB and OBOR participant, expects the AIIB 
to approve its first loan in the first half of 2016 to help finance 
railways that would transport goods to port. 

‘Hopefully we will have first loans provided within six months,’ 
said the country’s deputy prime minister, Arkady Dvorkovich. 

Another source of financing for OBOR projects is the 
$40bn Silk Road infrastructure fund, which is backed by 
capital from China’s massive foreign exchange reserves. The 
fund is already investing in a dam in Pakistan as part of a deal 
reached last year. The investment is being funnelled through 
a stake in the South Asia investment arm of China Three 
Gorges, which won the bid to build the $1.65bn Karot Dam on 
the Jhelum River, east of Islamabad.

Other companies, such as Bank of China, also see OBOR as 
an opportunity to expand their business. Over the past year, it 
has undertaken a wave of mergers, with the aim of becoming an 
‘ASEAN regional bank’.

‘As far as the banking industry is concerned, we are ready,’ 
said Yue Yi, vice chairman and chief executive of Bank of 
China Hong Kong at the forum. ‘The Bank of China is ready 
to start more than 50 branches along the Belt and Road and 
we will continue to invest. In ASEAN countries we may merge 
some of our branches.’

However, Chen Shuang, chief executive of China Everbright, 
said the new institutions set up alongside the plan, including 
the AIIB and the Silk Road fund, will play only a limited part 
in providing the investment. What the banking industry is 
focusing on at present is how to involve private capital in the 
financing of the projects. 

‘Since its proposal by President Xi two years ago, the Belt and 
Road initiative has become a core strategy in China’s opening 
up and reforms. It is a good strategy for internationalisation of 
Chinese corporates,’ said Chen.

By bridging the gaps in infrastructure across the region, the 
projects in the countries along the road should benefit Chinese 
companies by making it easier for them to reach out to and 
penetrate untapped markets. 

‘I think the Belt and Road initiative is complementary 
to the overall outbound investment strategy of the 
Chinese government, as well as Chinese companies,’ 
said Frank Lyn, China and Hong Kong markets leader at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers. ‘Currently outbound investment is 
obviously focusing on lots of mature economic assets. But with 
OBOR, I would say that moving forward, you will see a lot more 
investment in some of the emerging economies, including 
ASEAN countries and African countries.’ 

Statistics from the International Monetary Fund confirm that 
by 2020, countries along the land and maritime belts will account 
for some 50% of global GDP and generate opportunities for 
both China and its increasingly international corporations. ■

Pearl Liu, journalist
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Hong Kong’s OBOR goals

The Hong Kong government is looking to tap into the 
opportunities that the One Belt, One Road initiative 
should create. It hopes that Hong Kong will emerge as 
a ‘super connector’, a ‘jumping-off’ point to the new silk 
routes, both maritime and overland. 

‘The Belt and Road are a long-term initiative. It will take 
some time for it to be fully realised. But we need to prepare 
for it. We [Hong Kong] are in a very good position to benefit 
hugely from this exercise,’ said John Tsang, chief financial 
secretary of Hong Kong. ‘Our strength lies in commerce, 
in logistics, in professional services, in finance. And this is 
exactly what these 65 countries along the Belt and Road 
would need. So let’s get ready,’ he urged. 

Last year, the Hong Kong government submitted a 
proposal to the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank to 
set up a dispute handling centre in the city. For its part, 
the bank has expressed interest in using Hong Kong‘s 
strengths in debt issuance. 

Hong Kong’s chief executive Leung dedicated much of 
his two-and-half hour 2016 policy address in January to the 
initiative, urging people and businesses in Hong Kong to 
seize any opportunities that come along. 

A Belt and Road Steering Committee and Office, 
chaired by Leung, is being set up to handle visas, resource 
coordination, identifying opportunities and arrangements 
for Hong Kong businesses visiting other OBOR countries. 

The OBOR 
initiative could 
link China 
to myriad 
landscapes 
across 
continents (as 
pictured)
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The human touch
As the reach of data analytics extends ever wider and makes inroads into the SME sector, 
it is vital that organisations do not lose sight of end users, says Cesar Bacani

At a recent roundtable discussion I 
moderated with CFOs in Singapore, 
one participant observed that the tools 
and technology services for automation 
of financial systems and analytics 
solutions have matured. This means 
that finance professionals in Asia can 
expect an easier time of it when they 
deploy these software programs. 

I was reminded of this sentiment when 
I read a new report by Forbes Insights and 
EY, Analytics: Don’t Forget the Human 
Element. The global survey of 564 C-level 
executives, a third of them in Asia Pacific, 
found that ‘more organisations across 
all industries are taking advantage of 
increasingly ubiquitous and low-cost 
technology’ in adopting analytics. 

The companies in this study had 
annual revenues of at least US$500m, 

so the findings do not apply to small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
But if the Singapore roundtable is 
any indication, something similar may 
be happening in the SME space, too, 
with many of the up-and-coming cloud-
based analytics providers targeting 
smaller enterprises.

However, deployment does not 
automatically lead to success. Many 
companies are still not seeing a return on 
investment in their analytics spending, 
agrees Sunny Chu, Asia Pacific analytics 
leader at EY, who worked on the report. 
‘Ultimately, value is realised only when 
people make different decisions and 
change business processes,’ he argues. 

Nine out of 10 of the executives 
surveyed said that change management is 
a barrier to realising the value of analytics, 

notes Chu. ‘Not nearly enough focus has 
been put on the end users or consumers 
of analytics, such as doctors, marketing 
professionals, factory workers, customer 
service representatives and finance 
professionals,’ he says.

The report makes the point that the 
key challenge facing CFOs and other 
finance professionals, now that analytics 
tools and technology services are 
available and affordable, is the human 
element. The researchers analysed the 
responses of the top 10% of respondents 
who said that they use data analytics in 
decision-making all or most of the time; 
describe their company as advanced 
or leading in applying data analytics to 
business issues; and report a significant 
shift in their organisation’s ability to meet 
competitive challenges.

Among other practices, these 
companies encourage informal interaction 
between data specialists and corporate 
staff using channels such as social media, 
networking events, corporate outings and 
lunches/dinners. They award bonuses 
for new recommendations derived 
from insights generated by analytics, 
and provide employees latitude to act 
on analytics opportunities and insights 
instead of requiring them to act only with 
management approval or consultation.

They also employ ‘an enormous 
amount of in-house training’ to create 
an analytics-driven mindset across the 
enterprise and ‘take the fear factor out 
of the switch from judgment-based to 
analytics-based decision-making,’ says the 
report. They enrol employees in offsite 
education programmes or coaching, and 
provide mentoring by data and analytics 
professionals or leaders.

In other words, they do not stop at 
technology and tools but also focus on 
the human side of data analytics. It’s a 
valuable insight for finance professionals 
in Asia who feel they are ready to jump 
on the bandwagon – and those who have 
already spent money on the initiative but 
are left wondering why the outcomes are 
not as transformative as they were led 
to believe. ■

Cesar Bacani is editor-in-
chief of CFO Innovation
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Not all doom and gloom
Despite concerns over the global economy and China in particular, the downside risks 
for other Asian economies are manageable, says Manu Bhaskaran

Confidence in the global economy has 
taken a knock recently, raising concerns 
about Asian economies because of 
their export dependence and extensive 
linkages with wildly gyrating global 
financial markets. However, while 
China’s economy does look wobbly, the 
pessimism appears to be excessive. In 
essence, we see three major positives 
for Asian economies outside China. 

Lower oil prices 
Oil prices plunged in late 2014 but the 
expected boost to growth has not been 
manifested clearly. This is because the 
losers from low oil prices – oil exporting 
countries, big oil companies and the 
huge industry that supports them – 
reacted swiftly by slashing spending 
and hiring. However, the many winners 
waited to see if the fall in prices would be 
permanent before reacting: consumers 
initially chose to save their gains from low 
energy and transportation prices while 
businesses took their time before hiring 
and expanding capacity. The good news 
is that we are reaching an inflexion point 
when the net benefits of low oil prices 
really start to flow. For example, recent 
weeks have seen more Asian airlines 
announcing expansion plans. 

US economy
The US economy decelerated in late 2015 
and started this year weakly as weather 
and other temporary headwinds stalled 
recovery. But the US labour market has 
continued to firm and wages are growing 
a tad faster. Housing continues its uptrend 
and small businesses seem more confident. 
And in recent days we have seen signs 
of a possible upturn in capital spending 
– demand for durable goods rose while 
orders for semiconductor equipment are 
rebounding. This is good news because 
Asia’s exports of manufactured goods are 
highly correlated with capital spending. 

Domestic cycles
Outside China, Asian economies’ 
domestically driven cycles seem to be 
rising again. Countries as diverse as 

Japan, India, Indonesia and Malaysia took 
a hit in 2014-15 from policy reforms such 
as new taxes and cuts in subsidies. Others 
endured political uncertainty or weather 
damage. Now, most of these countries 
are moving ahead. In several, such as 
Indonesia and Thailand, stepped-up fiscal 
spending on high-multiplier infrastructure 
projects is boosting domestic demand. 

China impact
Chinese policy-makers are ramping up 
stimulus measures. The surge in bank 
lending in January and the announcement 
of more big-ticket infrastructure projects 
show that such measures are starting to 
have an impact. So long as policy-makers 
can contain the risks in China’s economy, 
with a mix of stimulus and structural 
reforms, the economy is unlikely to crash. 

However, it will almost certainly grow more 
slowly than it has been since the early 
1990s and Chinese import demand will 
not boost growth around Asia any time 
soon. This will not be good for exporters of 
natural resources such as coal and iron ore, 
nor for those who ship capital equipment 
to China. However, many Asian countries, 
especially in South-East Asia, export food-
related commodities such as rice, palm 
oil and cassava and will be less affected. 
South-East Asian economies are also likely 
to continue to benefit from the influx of 
Chinese tourists – the tight labour market 
in China is pushing household incomes up, 
prompting many to holiday abroad. 

Risks do persist and China remains a 
worry. However, so long as the three factors 
outlined above support Asian growth, 
these risks are likely to be contained. ■

Manu Bhaskaran is 
CEO of Centennial Asia 

Advisors in Singapore
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Let me count the ways
The prolific output of William Shakespeare – who died 400 years ago this month – 
included plenty of financial management advice that is still relevant today, says Errol Oh

This is a year for celebrating all things 
Shakespeare, for he died exactly four 
centuries ago. And more so this month 
since it is widely accepted that the Bard 
of Avon breathed his last on 23 April.To 
mark the anniversary, coins have been 
struck, stamps will be issued and there 
is no shortage of events and activities 
organised in honour of the man, his life 
and his legacy.

William Shakespeare’s unsurpassed 
contributions to the arts and the English 
language have secured his immortality. 
But what also sets him apart from other 
literary legends is that his works show a 
surprising grasp of eclectic knowledge. 

Name any prominent field of his era, 
and chances are it is well represented in 
his plays and poems. Despite his relatively 
modest education and work experience, 

Shakespeare knew a fair bit about diverse 
areas including music, law, politics, the 
military, seamanship, history and medicine.

But is there anything in his body of 
work that tells us that he also had more 
than a passing familiarity with business, 
finance and economics? So much about 
him and his output has been studied and 
documented that it is indeed possible to 
look at him from just about any business-
related angle – and many have done so.

On the sturdiness of the dramatist’s 
economic thought, Karl Marx wrote in 
1844: ‘Shakespeare excellently depicts the 
real nature of money.’ More recently, in 
2012, Duke University in the US introduced 
a course titled ‘Shakespeare and Financial 
Markets’, taught by executive in residence 
John Forlines. Forlines used human 
insights from Shakespeare’s plays to 

teach students about how people made 
financial decisions and what drove market 
behaviour. For example, Henry V offers 
the lesson that optimism is good as an 
engine of capitalism, and bad when it 
leads to overconfidence and hubris.

The Bard has inspired dozens of 
articles that interpret some of his words 
as business wisdom and advice on money.
Looking for an investing tip? Try this 
from Hamlet: ‘Neither a borrower nor a 
lender be; For loan oft loses both itself 
and friend, And borrowing dulls the edge 
of husbandry.’ This outright rejection of 
debt – incongruous with the commercial 
environment today – can also serve as a 
warning against excessive gearing.

Meanwhile, a budding entrepreneur 
should perhaps start with Othello: 
‘How poor are they that have not 
patience! What wound did ever heal 
but by degrees?’ In other words, 
businesses must be built on sustainability, 
not short-termism.

Shakespeare was savvy enough to 
convert his talent and popularity into 
prosperity. He co-owned his theatrical 
company and the Globe theatre, and 
bought properties in Stratford and 
London. Indeed, in a 2013 lecture, three 
Aberystwyth University scholars claimed 
that Shakespeare ‘considered himself a 
manager of land and commodities first 
and playwright second’.

Greatness is not always measured 
in dollars and cents, but when you can 
attach a value to what Shakespeare has 
left behind, it certainly helps understand 
and appreciate the breadth and depth of 
his influence. According to a 2005 Forbes 
Magazine article, experts in publishing, 
licensing and agenting reckoned that 
a Shakespeare estate could expect to 
receive US$15m a year. And that was a 
conservative estimate. And in 2012, Brand 
Finance, an independent brand valuation 
firm, said that Shakespeare’s brand could 
be worth US$600m and might exceed 
US$1bn if commercially owned.

These are hypothetical numbers 
but they confirm that rare genius is 
truly precious. ■

Errol Oh is executive 
editor of The Star 
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Shaping ACCA
We are keen to harness the talents of our members through new appointments to Council, 
says ACCA president Alexandra Chin. Would you like to help shape ACCA’s future? 

In the first six months of my presidency 
I have had the honour of being able to 
meet ACCA members in all sectors who 
are making outstanding contributions 
to the communities in which they work.

Whether that has been helping 
deliver public services, advising 
small businesses or supporting listed 
companies, it is hugely gratifying to see 
finance professionals who qualified with 
ACCA doing such great work. The talent 
and knowledge that we have among 
our members is unparalleled, and it is 
something that we always want to harness.

For that reason I want to encourage 
you to either consider standing for 
election to ACCA’s Council or to nominate 
potential candidates. Council governs 
ACCA and is a vital part of how we are 
run. It is a group of 36 members from 
all over the world, elected by the ACCA 
membership, who volunteer their time to 
shape our future, develop the profession 
and ensure ACCA’s wellbeing.

With unique global perspectives, 
Council members contribute their 
individual knowledge and skills from 
across the accountancy profession, 
working closely with the Executive Team 
to devise our strategy and oversee its 
delivery. They apply their specialist 
knowledge in our committees, working 
groups and Council itself.

I have been grateful for the 
opportunity to serve on Council – for the 
opportunity it provides not only to give 
something back, but to build a personal 
profile, gain leadership skills, and share 
experiences and views with other experts 
in the profession.

Any member can stand for election 
to Council, and if you feel you have 
something to offer, I urge you to consider 
doing so. The deadline for nominations 
for this year’s Council election is 15 June. 
Anyone who is interested in standing 
for election should contact the ACCA 
Secretary at the details provided below.

Once you have registered, you will 
receive an information pack, including two 
documents to be completed and returned 
by 15 June. You will need nominations 

from 10 named supporters, who need to 
be ACCA members of good standing.

Once your candidacy has been 
accepted, you will be asked for an 
election statement of around 500 
words, along with a head-and-shoulders 
photograph. You may also supply a short 
video in support of your nomination.

Members are elected to Council for an 
initial term of three years. They must then 
retire or stand for re-election. Members 
can serve for a maximum of nine years, 
but this can be extended to 12 years if 
they become an Officer in their last term.

Voting in elections is open to all 
members and opens at the end of July, 
with results announced at the Annual 
General Meeting on 15 September.

ACCA is your membership body. You 
can help to shape its future in a number 
of ways, but one of the most direct 
contributions you can make is as a Council 
member – and I hope you will think about 
putting yourself forward for election this 
year or in the years to come. ■

Alexandra Chin runs her own practice in 
Sabah, Malaysia
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The view from
Annabelle Len FCCA, head of fi nancial planning and 
analysis, Giti Tire, Shanghai, China

I was a science student in the top class 
at high school, but always felt my heart 
wasn’t in it. Then I realised that I enjoyed 
the business sections of newspapers 
and became interested in how business 
works, how companies are run and make 
money; how capital markets work and how 
investments are important in the world of 
business and personal fi nance. I followed 
my heart and diverted from studying 
science to accounting and fi nance. This 
was defi nitely one of the best decisions 
I’ve made in my life!

I started my career by following my 
peers to a Big Four fi rm, which was 
a good decision in hindsight. I learnt 
the basic accounting and fi nance skills, 
but also that a good career does not 
come easy. But why fi nance? It’s a great 

profession that opens doors to many 
career opportunities, both fi nance and 
non-fi nance. More importantly, it allows 
us to learn the ‘language’ of numbers, 
applying our analytical minds, managing 
the fi nance aspects of businesses and 
working with some of the most talented 
people. Last but not least, in fi nance we 
get to continue learning and contributing. 
We need to understand all areas of 
business, how they work, what drives them, 
the risk areas, compliance, opportunities 
and implications, eventually stepping up 
to also think out of the ‘box of fi nance’ to 
drive the business. It’s simply awesome!

I’m currently the head of fi nancial 
planning and analysis at a global tyre 
manufacturer. My team and I work with 
our business heads in planning, analysis, 
forecasting and the annual budget, 
helping to drive and add value to the 
business. I also lead corporate fi nance 
initiatives, which include fundraising, 
greenfi eld, M&A project evaluations and 
other key corporate projects. I really enjoy 
fundraising, working with bankers and 
lawyers on structuring deals and building 
strong relationships – these projects can 
be complex and challenging, with stressful 
deadlines, but this is what drives me.

Why do business in China? Strong GDP 
growth, the awesome timing that Asia 
will be the focus of the world’s economy, 
its openness in accepting new practices/
innovation/ideas and immigrants, the huge 
population, hence business opportunities, 
and a rich culture – these are all magnets 
for business and talent from all over the 
world. It may be another US in the making, 
hence it’s an exciting time to be in China. 

If I weren’t an accountant, I’d probably 
be building a career in sales and 
marketing with banks or corporates. 
I really like to meet people, think about 
strategy and execute it with impact. I 
love the selling part as well, but most 
importantly seeing the results and smiley 
faces of satisfi ed clients, and building 
sound relationships and friendships. ■

We need to 
understand all 

areas of business, 
what drives them, 

the risk areas, 
compliance, 

opportunities and 
implications

Snapshot: aerospace 
and defence
Above-average growth rates 
are expected to persist in the 
commercial aerospace industry, 
driven by increases in passenger 
travel demand and an accelerated 
equipment replacement cycle.

 As shown in Deloitte’s 2016 
Global Aerospace and Defense 
Sector Outlook, global tensions 
and national security threats mean 
defence contractors can expect 
a return to growth, with several 
governments raising budgets. 
But there is increasing regulatory 
pressure around supply chain risk.

 Measures will include export 
control regulations, focused on 
protecting national security and 
monitoring movement of sensitive 
items. In the US, global compliance 
with its International Traffi c in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR) is a key area.  

Demand for professionals with 
ITAR expertise in countries such 
as the UK has risen due to the 
ever-increasing spread of these 
requirements. Managing compliance 
across procurement and the supply 
chain is a big challenge and there 
is a premium on professionals with 
ITAR expertise. Understanding how 
to effectively manage compliance 
with export controls, including ITAR 
licence conditions and access to 
technical data, is not only essential 
to remain compliant, but can bring 
competitive advantage in tendering 
for defence contracts.

Stacey Winters, UK aerospace and 
defence leader, Deloitte
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End for the walking dead?
As China’s government calls time on inefficient and unprofitable zombie enterprises, 
private and foreign companies could have a key role to play in the transition process

In their heyday, China’s behemoth 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were 
the nation’s lifeblood. Manufacturing 
for its own growth, and the world’s 
insatiable appetite for consumables, the 
steelworks and coal plants, aluminium 
smelters and cement factories were, 
in the words of ANZ chief economist 
Warren Hogan, ‘the real engine of 
Chinese growth’.

The whole social structure was built 
around them; as SOEs literally rebuilt a 
nation devastated by prolonged periods 
of war and underdevelopment, they 
provided not only employment for the 
masses but also a range of community 
services such as housing, education 
and healthcare.

Times change, and after nearly two 
decades of reform targeted to move 
China towards a modern enterprise 
system, those low-tech SOEs that didn’t 
survive the transition are still chugging 
along but in a counterproductive way. 
For the sectors they produced for 
are now in decline, and many of the 
industries which once accounted for 
around 48% of China’s GDP are not only 
loss-making but haemorrhaging badly. 
As their epithet implies, these so-called 
‘zombie’ companies are like the walking 
dead, sucking the life out of an already 
spluttering economy.

The central government announced 
last December that slashing the number 
of inefficient and unprofitable zombie 
enterprises was a priority for 2016. In the 
firing line are companies that have been 
running at a loss for more than three 
years, and/or cannot meet the national 
standards for energy use, environmental 
protection, quality and safety. Their 
number has reportedly doubled from two 
years ago but as Paul Gillis, professor at 
Peking University, points out, ‘not much 
data on these companies is published.’ 

Agreeing that ‘it’s difficult to know 
precise numbers’, Li-Gang Liu, chief 
economist Greater China at ANZ, says 
that, according to the bank’s analysis, 
12% of China’s listed firms, and 14% of 
SOEs, ‘are loss making and may not be 

able to honour their interest payments’. 
The zombie firms are located mainly 
in overcapacity sectors such as steel, 
cement, construction glass and heavy 
equipment industry, he adds.

Deloitte research shows that China 
has around 150,000 SOEs, whose 
assets amount to RMB100 trillion, or 1.5 
times the size of the national economy. 
These include 120 central SOEs ‘whose 
consolidations are subject to immense 
political constraints’, says Sitao Xu, chief 
economist at Deloitte China.

‘The state-owned sector accounts for 
30 million people,’ Xu says. ‘According 
to official data, SOEs’ ROA [return on 
assets] is constantly lower than that of 
the private sector. Given leverage which 
is still rising – close to 70% – we should 
not underestimate the increasing risks 
to the financial system.’ The upside, he 
adds, is that China could use fiscal means 
to deal with potential job losses from 
SOE reform.  

Xu also points out that, while under-
performing major enterprises are not 
unique to China – more than 10% of 
Korean companies, for example, are 
deemed by the Bank of Korea to be 
chronic zombie companies – the sheer 
weight of the debt accrued by China’s 
zombies, gorged to overcapacity by easy 
loans and government subsidies, may well 
be. According to estimates by Nomura, 
around 40% of all bank loans to Chinese 
companies go to SOEs, which only 

contribute to around 10% of the nation’s 
economic output.

Indeed, overcapacity in Chinese 
industry is described in a recent report 
by the European Union Chamber of 
Commerce in China as ‘a blight on China’s 
industrial landscape’, its influence on 
the economy, both domestic and global, 
becoming ‘ever more destructive’.

The report shows a worsening of 
overcapacity in eight key industries since 
the chamber published its first report 
on the topic in 2009, and points to the 
causes as ‘regional protectionism, weak 
regulatory enforcement, low resource 
pricing, misdirected investment, 
inadequate protection of intellectual 
property rights and an emphasis on 
market share’. 

Chamber president Jörg Wuttke was 
blunt. ‘China has not followed through 
on the attempts it has made over the 
last decade to address overcapacity. This 
has led to a further deterioration of the 
problem. Without a sustained effort to 
address it now, overcapacity may well 
seriously impede the effectiveness of 
China’s economic reform agenda.’

Xu notes that, ‘for market economies, 
companies do fail due to ‘invisible hands’’’ 
– a reference to the unobservable forces 
at play in business. However, no country 
has seen government subsidies of the 
scale found in China, nor the depth of its 
manufacturing overcapacity. With non-
performing assets weighing on banks’ 
books, putting the Chinese economy 
at risk, shutting down zombie firms has 
become urgent, Xu says.

Liu agrees. ‘These loss-making SOEs 
could eventually default, leading to 
surging NPLs [non-performing loans],’ 
he says. ‘If there is no proactive policy to 
address them, banks will become very 
cautious in lending to everyone. This 
could lead to the closure of the credit 
channel, which in turn leads to more 
sluggish economic growth.’

The International Monetary Fund, 
which observed in a recent report that 
corporate debt in emerging market 
economies has risen significantly during 

‘Overcapacity may 
well seriously 

impede the 
effectiveness of 

China’s economic 
reform agenda’
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the past decade, also remarked that, in 
China’s case, the high level of credit could 
weigh on the nation’s growth and financial 
stability. The central government has 
flagged that ‘some pain is inevitable’ for 
society in the latest round of SOE reform, 
but Liu does not think it will be as acute 
as when then-premier Zhu Rongji closed 
60,000 SOEs in the late 1990s, leaving 40 
million people unemployed. 

‘China’s private sectors are quite 
flexible and nimble,’ Liu says. ‘When they 
do not see profits in a particular sector, 
they will folder their investment and move 
on. However, SOEs are often supported 
by local governments with large social and 
economic stability implications, especially 
in some small towns where employment 
depends on one or two SOEs.’ »

▼ Ground to a halt
Derelict trucks sit in the 
abandoned Qingquan 
steel plant in China’s 
Hebei province; the 
area once produced 
nearly 25% of the 
country’s steel
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◄ Fair chance
Recruitment fair in 
Dalian, Liaoning 
province. Stable 
restructuring will be 
vital during the process 
of eradicating zombie 
companies in China

Broadly speaking, Liu believes, this 
round of SOE closures will not need 
as much labour shedding. Given that 
China’s services industry is expanding 
rapidly and labour shortage continues 
in some segments of the economy, the 
challenges ‘will be much less difficult to 
manage’, he says.

Nonetheless, the government will 
still need to provide fiscal assistance 
to workers impacted, Liu says. ‘One 
favourable factor is that China’s 
central government does have a 
very good fiscal balance sheet, with 
a debt-to-GDP ratio at only 15%,’ he 
says. ‘The central government will 
have to shoulder most of the fiscal 
assistance programme.’ 

The key for the government in acting 
on its pledge to cull zombie companies 
is to ‘address them in an orderly way, 
so that such restructuring will not lead 
to social instability’, according to Liu. 
Meanwhile, China will need to encourage 
private and foreign participation in this 
process as well.

‘The loss-making SOEs’ 
restructuring must also involve 
private participation allowing mergers 
and acquisitions based on market 
principles, while the state could 
provide fiscal assistance to help retrain 
and resettle unemployed workers to 
maintain social stability,’ he explains. 
‘In addition, local government should 
be encouraged to take initiatives and 
use innovative means to manage the 
restructuring process. At the same 
time, economic growth is still critical 
so that these restructured labourers 
will be able to find jobs without 
prolonged unemployment.’

Closing factories is never easy 
politically, Xu concurs. But there may 
be an upside. ‘In today’s China, the 
labour market is actually quite tight,’ 
he says. ‘A booming service industry is 
expected to absorb much of the job loss 
from industry consolidation.’

International accounting networks 
could make a positive contribution 
in the sense that the precondition 
for closing zombie companies is to 
recognise losses and provide market-
to-market valuation, Xu adds. ‘Indeed, 
Deloitte is well positioned for helping 
firms shed non-performing assets and in 
turn improving the competitiveness of 
the sector.’■

Peta Tomlinson, journalist

Zombie wipeout could boost private sector

Getting rid of China’s zombie companies will level the playing field for private 
businesses in China, who may find ways to make some of these markets 
profitable, says Paul Gillis, professor at Beijing’s Peking University and author of 
China Accounting Blog (chinaaccountingblog.com).

There may be fewer jobs in these companies after they are privatised, he adds, 
but the remaining ones should be more fulfilling to employees. ‘It is important 
that China provides a safety net for those who will lose their jobs as these entities 
are restructured,’ Gillis says, taking the view that many affected employees may 
be difficult to retrain for jobs in the modern Chinese economy. 

There might, however, be opportunities for internationally qualified 
accountants. ‘Independent accountants do not tend to be hired for the zombie 
SOEs, which are audited by state auditors,’ Gillis says. ‘However, as many of 
these companies are sold to private interests, or taken public, they will become 
prospective clients for independent accounting firms.’

Stephen Heathcote, executive director of markets at ACCA, agrees 
that China’s reforms are pushing up demand for accountants overall. 
By their very nature, China’s SEOs – even the profitable, successfully 
restructured ones – are more complex and demanding businesses than 
before, he explains, noting a ‘massive demand’ for talented professionals 
to fill roles in government and regulatory organisations, as well as in 
private companies. On top of the basic skills of managing a balance sheet or 
handling an audit, those with other complementary experience are in hottest 
demand, he says.
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The view from
Rajesh Lucknauth FCCA, university lecturer in Sydney, 
Australia, on his passion for explaining complex finance

I started my ACCA studies when I left 
school in Mauritius in 1990. ACCA was 
a real opportunity to combine studying 
with working simultaneously at Deloitte 
& Touche. Becoming ACCA qualifi ed in 
under three and a half years gave me the 
confi dence boost I needed to develop 
my fi nancial acumen by pursuing an MBA 
in Finance from Manchester Business 
School, and a Chartered Financial Analyst 
and Master’s in Economics from the 
University of Sydney.

Big changes are under way as companies 
and advertisers turn to social media to 
perform data-mining. Big data analytics 
have made our personal preferences 
visible to all major companies, which are 
then able to customise their offers. As 
the volume of fi nancial transactions and 

advisory conducted over the internet 
increases, there is a compelling need for 
accounting and fi nance professionals 
to develop their ethical intelligence to 
enhance the quality of service.

My current occupation is lecturing 
fi nance at major Sydney-based 
universities. Making sense of the complex 
fi nancial paradigm through the prism of 
my experience has become the elixir of 
my teaching role, so that my students view 
fi nancial equations in a different light. 
My earlier work experience ranges from 
leading United Nations Development 
Programme audit assignments in war-
ridden Burundi and Rwanda for Coopers 
& Lybrand Africa in 1994, to senior 
manager on Basel capital adequacy 
projects at St George Bank in 2007.

I have always been passionate for 
fi nance and numbers. In the wake of the 
global fi nancial crisis I discovered my true 
hidden passion: to share my knowledge. 
Teaching fi nance has given me the sense 
of contributing to a bigger world by 
educating the next generation.

Australia is a springboard to doing 
business with growing Asian markets.  
Sydney offers the benefi t of low sovereign 
risk with the right legal framework to 
provide a level playing fi eld, and a 
creative hotspot of diverse cultural 
heritage and technological advances.

As Australia positions itself as a leader 
in the Asia-Pacifi c region, the biggest 
challenge is the transition from a mining-
driven economy to an entrepreneurial 
surge in the tech industry. The $1bn 
innovation package announced by 
government will go some way to revitalise 
several industries. I also welcome the 
initiative to teach coding to 10 and 11 year-
olds, as it will prepare the next generation 
of entrepreneurs. The emergence of the 
Fintech industry is currently seen as a 
booming opportunity for new entrants to 
provide mobile banking services to the 
tech-savvy Australian market. ■

Making sense 
of the complex 

financial paradigm 
through the prism 
of my experience 

has become 
the elixir of my 

teaching role

Snapshot: external audit

We are living in a world of 
disruption where mega-trends 
are revolutionising how we live 
and work. Climate change and 
technological breakthrough are just 
two of the trends re-shaping the 
external audit.  

Digital technologies mean that 
external audits are being delivered in 
very different ways. Auditors can use 
intelligent algorithms to interrogate 
millions of transactions at the 
push of a button, and advances in 
machine learning mean the artifi cially 
intelligent auditor is not too far off. 
Future audit professionals may need 
to be data scientists, knowledge 
curators and systems engineers.  

Climate change has forced 
society to realise that the pursuit of 
fi nancial gain above all else cannot 
continue. But our current corporate 
reporting and audit model is 
predicated on fi nancial capital and 
return. The millennial generation 
cares as much about social capital 
and environmental capital – and 
expects corporate reporting to 
report performance in these areas. 
This performance information 
needs to be trusted, so assurance 
providers have a key role to play.    

There’s no doubt that the 
external audit is undergoing 
fundamental change, and the skills 
and knowledge of our people also 
need to evolve. But there’s also a 
constant – and that’s a commitment 
to high ethical standards.  

Gilly Lord, head of regulatory 
affairs, PwC
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Firm foundations
Having a strong set of internal structures in place has enabled Chinese firm ShineWing  
to establish itself as a trusted international business, explains founder Zhang Ke

In 1999, Zhang Ke quit his role as 
managing partner at Coopers & 
Lybrand, China. A certified accountant, 
he set up his own firm, ShineWing, 
the following year, at a time when a 
growing number of firms were merging 
and embarking on fierce competition 
for clients and markets. 

The lack of funds and customers 
proved tough at first. ‘I started from 
zero,’ Zhang recalls. ‘It was difficult, but 
I kept believing that I could run a highly 
recognisable Chinese accounting firm 
with international influence.’

Despite the difficulties, Zhang did 
not hurry to find customers and grab 
market share. With a proven track record 
in running an international accounting 
giant, he focused on building a strong 
foundation for his firm. This involved 
setting up various internal infrastructures, 
quality control and technical systems. He 
also implemented stringent risk control 
to enhance the trustworthiness of his 
company’s products.

‘Others believed it was most important 
to get customers and market share, but 
I adopted an opposite strategy and 
focused on internal strengths rather 
than market,’ says Zhang, who is also 
vice president of the Chinese Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants. ‘I believe 
that an accounting firm must have a 
good reputation and trustworthiness 
to gain recognition from clients and 
the communities.’

This philosophy quickly set ShineWing 
apart from its rivals. Within three years, 
with a solid foundation of professionalism, 
the firm ranked first among Beijing’s 
accountancy firms with revenue of 
RMB84m. Zhang’s ambition to turn 
ShineWing into an international accounting 
network had come true. One of the first 
Chinese accountancy firms to go overseas, 
ShineWing was listed in the top 19 world 
international firms ranked by International 
Accounting Bulletin (IAB) in both 2014 and 
2015. Zhang credits this success as being 
due to the firm’s effective management 
and the value it places on independence 
when developing member firms.

ShineWing’s growing prominence on 
the international scene has been widely 
recognised; last year, the company won 
the IAB’s Rising Star Network award 
category. ‘ShineWing’s nomination 
caught the judges’ eyes thanks to 
its network’s strategy as the leading 
Chinese organisation to come away 
from its domestic market and present 
itself as an important player on the 
international scene,’ IAB wrote. ‘Judges 
have commended the network’s growth in 
Asia Pacific and voiced their expectations 
to see the network’s success in other 

regions of the world like Latin America 
and Europe.’

Skills and standards
As chairman and managing partner of 
ShineWing, Zhang is responsible for 
leading the direction of, and strategies 
for, development, as well as establishing 
internal mechanisms and management 
infrastructure. He also takes charge of 
skill building and maintaining standards 
of professionalism.

Upon graduation with a Bachelor’s 
degree in economics from Renmin 
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University of China in 1982, Zhang began 
his accounting career at CITIC Group. In 
1993, he joined Coopers & Lybrand as 
managing partner, a position he held until 
he left in 1999. During his tenure at the 
multinational professional services network, 
he was involved in key achievements in a 
number of areas, including initial public 
offering planning, auditing of listed entities, 
business strategy and restructuring, merger 
and acquisition planning, and managerial 
structure reforms.

An acknowledged expert in the 
profession, Zhang was recognised by 
China’s Ministry of Finance as one of the 
Top 10 Outstanding Accountants of the 
Year in 2005. In 2014, IAB honoured him in 
its Global Accountancy Power 50. 

A key part of ShineWing’s international 
vision is its rolling five-year development 
action plan. ‘We will reach the goals set 
out at different stages in the plan,’ Zhang 
says confidently.

International outlook
Apart from merging with other Chinese 
accountancy firms to increase its local 
market share, Zhang continuously 
develops ShineWing’s global markets. In 
2005, he established its first member firm 
in Hong Kong. 

‘We were the first Chinese accounting 
firm to merge with a Hong Kong firm and 
compete with the Big Four in the Hong 
Kong market,’ he says. ‘It became one of 
the top 10 financial news stories in China 
that year.’

Zhang has taken his lead from other 
mainland firms in setting up branches 
abroad. ShineWing established a 
division in Singapore in 2007, Australia in 
2008, Japan in 2011 and, most recently, 
Pakistan in 2015. ‘We set up member 
firms in places where Chinese firms are 
active,’ he says. ‘For example, Chinese 
enterprises have been very active in 
Australia in recent years, and they would 
need all kinds of financial services,’ he 
says. In 2015, Australian accountancy 
firm Moore Stephens Melbourne joined 
as a member firm and was renamed 
ShineWing Australia. 

In order to fulfil it ambitions 
overseas, ShineWing focuses on enhancing 
the knowledge and skills of staff in order 
to meet the rules and regulations in target 
countries. Every year, the firm provides 
training for employees from different 
grades and service areas; each department 
also organises discussion sessions and 
knowledge upgrade meetings. 

In order to compete in international 
markets, says Zhang, a firm must be 
familiar with the rules of international 
markets. ‘It needs to have the resources 
and ability to serve the target nation, 
including the systems, management, 
professionalism, IT skills and talent,’ 
Zhang says. 

To further develop overseas markets, 
Zhang employs international talent 
and encourages local staff to learn 
international accounting standards and 
improve their English. In order to retain 
talent, ShineWing also offers promotions 
and salary rises to employees who have 
shown a willingness to develop their 
international skills. 

Partner culture
Since its inception in 2000, ShineWing 
has grown rapidly into a multinational 
accountancy firm with both local and 
global recognition. Zhang says that its 
success is due to both external and 
internal factors. External factors include 
China’s rapid development over the 
past 30 years, government support for 
professional service firms and increased 

‘We have gained 
recognition and 

trust, and become 
one of the top 

accounting brands 
in China’

fund flow around the world. Internal 
factors include the firm’s partner culture 
and management systems, he adds. 

‘Our partners can coordinate strongly 
with each other,’ he says. ‘To achieve 
our objectives, they can put aside minor 
differences to seek common ground and 
overcome hardship together.’

The other success factor is the 
firm’s corporate governance, which 
puts an emphasis on sustainability. 
‘We adopt stringent risk control and 
quality management measures, and 
a centralised management system on 
human resources, finance and business 
controlled directly by our headquarters, 
allowing us to control risks and rearrange 
resources,’ he says. ‘The result of this is 
that we have gained recognition and trust 
from our community, industry and clients, 
and become one of the top accounting 
brands in China.’

Going forward, one of Zhang’s 
aims is to secure continuous growth 
in ShineWing’s niche auditing 
business, as well as further developing 
its management consultancy and 
taxation services. ‘We will focus on 
existing and potential clients to 
intensively develop these services, and 
attract talents to improve our ability to 
serve them,’ he says.

Top of his to-do list is to accomplish 
the targets in the firm’s latest five-year 
plan. These include raising its capability to 
deliver high-end services, innovating both 
service and management modes, and 
expanding in China, as well as developing 
more member firms around the world. 

‘These are all the things we need to 
do in 2016, so we will be quite busy!’ he 
concludes. ■

Sherry Lee, journalist

* ShineWing is a multinational professional services 
network founded in 2000 in China by accounting veteran 
Zhang Ke. It has 22 branches across mainland China, and 
five member firms in Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia, 
Japan and Pakistan. Its extensive network serves 
companies of different sizes, including 260 listed clients 
from China and abroad. ShineWing provides services in accounting, auditing, 
taxation and management consultancy.

* With a mission to run businesses with integrity, ShineWing has four core 
values: a foundation of high integrity; follow the path of righteousness and 
faith; adhere to independence, open-mindedness and objectiveness; and 
pursue harmony with society, clients and staff to seek mutual development.

Basics
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The drain game
Executive coach Connie Voigt explains how stress is generated by encounters with 
energy suckers in your workplace – the people she dubs the ‘psychovampires’

which slowly builds up in our immediate social environment 
without our being fully aware of what is happening. 

Let’s assume that everyone is potentially surrounded 
by energy suckers or – to use a metaphoric concept – by 
psychovampires capable of causing emotional stress. Before 
we attempt to find a cure, it’s worth taking a closer look at the 
psychological mechanisms of this vampirism and its roots. 

The bad news is that there is no one typical vampire type. 
But regardless of cultural background, location or gender, we 
can identify at least a dozen types that come in all sorts of 
different guises – the Snare Vampire, the Yes But Vampire, the 
Depressive Vampire, the Monument Preservation Vampire, the 

Most people know the feeling of loss of emotional, 
mental and even physical energy after a bruising 
encounter with another person. At work, we don’t 

bother to analyse this feeling any further, although we 
do sense a draining of energy. We tend to consider our 
relations with those we share the workplace with as pretty 
much given and accept many an irritation as just part of the 
job. The truth, though, is it doesn’t have to be like that.

We live in a time when it is fashionable to be under constant 
stress; indeed, it’s almost the done thing to be exhausted when 
getting home in the evening. This socially acceptable fatigue is 
really an act of self-deception. It underlies deep emotional stress, 
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Ice-box Vampire, the Ignorant Vampire, the Polite Vampire, the 
Nosey Vampire, the It Wasn’t Me Vampire, to name just a few. 
In my book Psychovampires these and more vampire types are 
fully explained. But in this feature we’ll take a closer look at the 
characteristics and effects of just one of them: the Snare Vampire. 

Snare Vampire
We’ve all had the bad luck to come across this type at some 
point in our careers: the despot disguised as the boss. He – 
or maybe she – is egocentric, totally overestimates himself 
(we’ll stay with a man because there are still too few women at 
executive level), rarely allows any contradiction, knows everything 

better and regards himself as completely irreplaceable. Once 
he’s sniffed out a potential victim, he puts an invisible rope 
around their unfortunate neck and squeezes it to give vent to 
his repressed desire for recognition and the need to get his own 
work done first. His unsuspecting victims don’t feel the rope at 
first; it’s only later that they begin to choke. 

The Snare Vampire is unreasonable, despotic and considers 
himself irreplaceable. Most of this breed are narcissists and likely 
to suck their co-workers dry. For their part, his colleagues can 
never do anything right for him and are the victims of his trap. All 
too often a Snare Vampire is a boss who strangles the motivation 
and spirit of his own employees. »
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because they fail to recognise that the 
psychovampire himself suffers from a 
lack of self-confidence. 

The psychological mechanism
You can’t win. Whatever you do, the 
oppressor is going to put that rope 
around your neck. People who come 
into contact with the Snare Vampire 
are victims of his fundamental distrust 
in the abilities of others, which in itself 
is an indication of the psychovampire’s 
low self-esteem. He must put people 
down in order to feel better himself. 

A good image to illustrate this 
is a seesaw – the sort you find in 
playgrounds. If I push the person at 
the other end down, I go to the top 

of my end; by doing others down, I raise my own self-esteem. 
Unfortunately, the effect does not last for long. Since there’s no 
rational reason for mistrusting the abilities of his fellow men, 
the Snare Vampire can reasonably be accused of delusional 
behaviour; he relates everything to himself and interprets actions 
as hostile and personally directed against him.

The Snare Vampire antidote
Once you have become aware that your opposite number 
is a narcissist – that is, someone who can never get enough 
praise and recognition, and for whom you can never do things 
right – just leave it at that. Reflect on your own core strengths 
and abilities, and simply stick to your agenda without letting 
yourself be distracted. 

This might be easier said than done as the cause for this loss 
of energy is rooted within the victim, so reflection on personal 
reactive behaviour is key to becoming immune to any vampirism. 

Practice shows that we must recognise and understand why 
someone may be experienced as a psychovampire by some 
people but not by others. Which button does the psychovampire 
press and what mechanisms does he release in his victim? 

The answer to this depends primarily on the self; the vampire 
is only the trigger for an untreated, subconscious internal conflict 
that has existed in the victim for a long time. One suggested 
way of reflection could be to think and act more mindfully when 
a tricky situation arises. In other words, you can anticipate your 
own classic reactions and predesign new proactive possibilities 
to break your patterns, and take more control over your own, 
self-determined actions as a result. ■

Connie Voigt is an executive coach and co-author of Psychovampires

How it works
The Snare Vampire boss enters the 
office of his finance manager without 
knocking on the door and tells him he 
urgently requires a complete rundown 
of the business’s finances for his 
forthcoming presentation to the board 
of directors. ‘This has absolute priority,’ 
he says. 

As a man – or woman – of 
conscience, the finance manager puts 
their own important projects on the 
back burner and begins on the work for 
their boss. A few hours later that boss 
storms back into the finance manager’s 
office, demanding to know how all the 
other projects are going. The finance 
manager is at pains to point out that 
they’re now working on the urgent rundown of finances that has 
been demanded, to which the boss replies with some disdain: 
‘Someone in your position should be able to do several jobs at 
the same time.’ 

Duly downcast by all this, the finance manager’s good mood 
is spoiled for the rest of the day. Their first reaction is anger but 
they keep that to themselves. Situations like this recur every 
single day, and the medium-term effects on the manager take 
the form of psychosomatic disorders (stomach cramps) and 
demotivation. Their thoughts turn increasingly to quitting and 
going to work somewhere else.

 
Wonderful me
There are different flavours of Snare Vampire but the dominant 
one is the narcissist, who firmly believes that his affairs are 
of far greater relevance than those of his fellow men. This 
vampire shows a total lack of empathy in the emotional world 
and his experiences with other people, yet at the same time is 
hypersensitive to any criticism from others. Rage and disdain are 
his reactions to any adverse comment from his peers.

Very often the Snare Vampire is at the mercy of a need for 
instant gratification. In children, it is seen as perfectly normal (up 
to a certain age) for them to demand the immediate fulfilment 
of a wish or need. Sadly, this behaviour is also prevalent among 
certain adults. There’s the boss who summons his employee 
to the office because he wants something done immediately, 
although he could easily discuss the same matter with the 
employee at the meeting due to take place in the next hour. 
Or there’s the colleague who’s annoyed when someone doesn’t 
answer their mobile phone straightaway because he has to speak 
to them – now! Such unsolicited behaviour puts victims under 
even more pressure.

The Snare Vampire’s victims are often characterised by a need 
for recognition from others and the tendency to seek the reasons 
for failure in themselves. They constantly strive to please the 
Snare Vampire and, like the vampire who ensnares them, they 
too suffer from low self-esteem. They often idealise the vampire 

For more information:

Psychovampires: A Positive Approach to Energy Suckers, 
by Connie Voigt and Hamid Peseschkian, is published by 

AuthorHouse (2015)
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Paying taxes
PwC’s latest analysis of tax systems in 189 
economies reveals a changing picture

Taxing times

PwC’s annual survey, Paying Taxes 2016, in conjunction 
with the World Bank, used a case study company to 
illustrate the costs of all taxes borne; the time required 
to comply; and the number of payments made. Across all 
countries, these continued to fall in 2014; but the total 
rate increased in 46 economies while decreasing in 41.

Going digital

Electronic systems, if implemented properly, benefi t both 
tax authorities and companies. The survey compared uptake 
in economies within regions and among OECD members.

Total tax rate

While South America has the 
largest proportion of ‘other’ 
taxes, labour taxes make up 
the bulk of payments in the 
EU and European Free Trade 
Assocation countries, and 
profi t taxes predominate 
in the Central America/
Caribbean region.

Time to comply

The use of electronic 
systems has been shown 
to reduce hours spent 
on compliance with tax 
regulations. This means 
frequent changes can be 
made to systems without 
increasing the 
compliance burden.

For more information:

To read the full survey Paying Taxes 2016, visit
pwc.com/payingtaxes

Pwc report looks at global tax payment systems

Headline for web:
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In the public eye
ACCA’s review of public services finds that accountants are under greater pressure  
than ever to lead the way in strengthening the sector’s financial management

Commission in 2009: ‘Ensuring the organisation is doing the right 
things, in the right way, for the right people, in a timely, inclusive, 
open, honest and accountable manner’.

Leading the way
Finance professionals in the public sector are under more 
pressure than ever before to lead the way in strengthening public 
financial management. Indeed, it is seen as a priority in many 
countries, as governments struggle to find financial sustainability 
and manage fiscal risk in a volatile global economic environment. 

The role and size of the public sector is under close scrutiny 
in many countries and the emphasis on financial discipline, 
transparency, and value for money is stronger than ever. In 
practice, this means that finance professionals in the public 
sector are being asked to show that budgets are linked to policy 
objectives, that value for money is secured, and that financial 
reporting is credible and transparent.

The risk is, though, that finance professionals, as the visible 
face of financial management, could find themselves in the firing 
line. As ACCA’s report points out, however, this is not, and should 
not be, a task for financial professionals alone. ‘Strong leadership 
and the support and political will of national governments 
are vital to the success of any financial management change 
programme aimed at strengthening fiscal management across 
a country. There is no “quick fix”, as many of the improvements 
may require legislative, structural and cultural changes.’

One of the consequences of the spotlight on public services 
has been a shift in the form and quantity of financial information 

expected by stakeholders. In fact, 
standards of transparency are generally 
higher in the public sector, but 
increasingly stakeholders in both the 
public and private sectors are looking 
for an approach that combines financial 
reporting with other information, 
including narrative reporting and 
sustainability reporting. In practice, this 
means that the trend towards integrated 
reporting (IR) seen in business is 
seeping into the public services. 

One potential problem is that 
IR frameworks – most notably the 
framework of the International 
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) – 
are developed with business in mind 
rather than public-service organisations. 

Expenditure on public services is one of the most 
significant investments made in almost any part of the 
world, with government expenditure in some countries 

accounting for more than a third of GDP.
Public services come with high public expectations attached 

and are, quite rightly, closely managed and scrutinised. The 
level of accountability and transparency around the spending of 
public money has increased in recent years, as has the pressure 
for public bodies to do more with less, to become more lean, 
efficient and cost effective.

‘The public sector across the globe is in more need of effective 
financial management – and therefore good accountants – than 
ever before,’ says ACCA’s head of technical advisory, Glenn 
Collins. ‘It is essential that the many thousands of finance 
professionals working within public services have the right skills. 
ACCA has long been aware of this; our members across the world 
work in a wide range of public-sector bodies, from national and 
local government to regulators and healthcare.’

As part of its work in this area, ACCA reviews public service 
provision and publishes a report for ACCA members, as well as 
governments, employers and other stakeholders with an interest 
in the public sector, setting out the main criteria for effective 
provision. Its latest report, Setting High Professional Standards for 
Public Services around the World, has recently been released and 
covers four main topics: 

* the principles for achieving good governance 

* the principles for effective financial management 

* the importance of the quality of information reporting to help 
decision-making

* the criteria for effective 
performance management. 

One of the interesting elements 
of the report is the way in which it 
highlights the subtle differences – but 
also the many similarities – between 
the requirements of effective financial 
management in the private and public 
sectors. On the question of governance, 
for example, there are many definitions 
of what good governance should look 
like, but each depends on its context 
and on the specific stakeholders of 
the organisation. The report argues 
that the most appropriate definition of 
good governance for public services is 
the one developed by the UK’s Audit 

The trend 
towards integrated 

reporting that 
has been seen 
in business is 

seeping into the 
public services
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An IR framework developed for private business will not 
necessarily meet the needs of all public services; in its response 
to an IIRC consultation in 2011, ACCA said it was important that 
public services were not forgotten in the development phases 
of any international framework. The IIRC has since developed 
a Public Sector Pioneer Network, through which public-sector 
organisations can discuss how IR could be applied to the sector.

Skills to the fore
An underlying question is whether finance professionals working 
in the public sector are a different breed from those in the private 
sector. Do they need different skills? The ACCA report discusses 
the basic skills requirements of financial professionals in the public 
sector, but also the best principles for performance management, 
setting the emphasis on ‘value for money (economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness) in public services. Central performance 
management systems and targets can be valuable, but they 
should be intelligent, streamlined and sensitive to local needs.’

Strategic financial management skills are, of course, 
a prerequisite, but the demands on finance professionals working 
in public services are increasing by the day. So what does it take 
to work in the public sector? 

The report lists the key requirements for public-sector finance 
professionals today, which include:

* Strategic leadership skills

* Organisational and change-management skills

* Creative thinking and effective decision-making, including the 

implications of professional values, ethics and attitudes

* Technical skills that cover numeracy, IT proficiency, decision 
modelling and risk analysis, measurement, reporting 
and compliance

* Communication, negotiation and influencing skills

* Team-working skills

* ICT skills.
But that is not all – public-sector professionals must be able to 
see beyond their own horizons, particularly in a world where the 
public and private sectors are working more closely together. As 
the ACCA report puts it: ‘A modern-day financial professional 
should be capable of having a perspective on the bigger picture, 
as well as having the capability to affect what is happening and 
judging the right time to make an intervention.’

‘While we’re not in ourselves a provider of public services, 
ACCA members play a very significant role in the public sector in 
countries around the world,’ says Collins. ‘Finance professionals 
are crucial to public financial management and governance – the 
consistent policies they follow help public service providers meet 
the enormous challenges they face today.’ ■

Liz Fisher, journalist

For more information:

See the report Setting High Professional Standards for 
Public Services around the World at bit.ly/ACCApublicservs
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Ready for actionReady for action
Progress on the reform of international taxation demands that accords be translated into 
actions this year. ACCA’s Chas Roy-Chowdhury describes the potential hurdles

although such instruments do exist in other areas of public 
international law. This could be the biggest challenge for BEPS in 
2016, but at only 50 pages in length (compared to some 400 pages 
for other action points), is there enough detail to push it through?

Development of the multilateral instrument is being taken 
forward by an ad hoc group, which has been tasked with hitting 
the end-2016 deadline. An initial conference to negotiate the 
instrument began in November 2015, under the chairmanship of 
the UK, supported by vice-chairs from China and the Philippines. 
More than 90 countries and jurisdictions have indicated they 
will participate in the negotiations. Once the instrument has 
been agreed, it will be available for countries to ratify. But 
it is expected that there will be signifi cant fl exibility so that 
participating countries might make different choices. This is 
going to be a tough point to get right.

This year will see movement on a number of the other action 
points. Those covering transfer pricing (Actions 8 to 10) and 
Action 13 on country-by-country reporting will be the fi rst to 
take effect in 2016. Although the consolidated version of the 
transfer pricing guidelines is not due to be published until 2017, 
tax authorities are already starting to use the material released 
during the consultation process to open cases.

Country-by-country reporting, as set out in Action 13, will 
benefi t from very clear guidance through a fi xed template. 
The fi rst sets of data for December 2016 year-end groups with 
global sales of €750m (£586m, $840m) must be delivered to tax 
authorities by 31 December 2017. These will, in turn, distribute 
this information by 30 June 2018. Multinationals are going to be 
busy with their systems work on gathering the necessary data 
in 2016.

Activity around patent boxes (Action 5, harmful tax practices) 
will also be busy in 2016. In the future, patent box incentives may 
be granted only where the related research and development 
is conducted in the same country. The UK, which is currently 
consulting on its own patent box rules, is expected to present 
legislation quickly to introduce the new regime from June 2016 
and to close the existing patent box regime; at the time of writing 
it was expected that group transfers into existing boxes will not 
be allowed after 31 December 2015. There are indications that 
Germany, Ireland and the US may introduce their own BEPS-
compliant intellectual property regimes as well.

In 2016, the shake-up of international taxation will shift 
focus from fi rm agreements to hard actions. The world’s 
leaders and their fi nance ministers expect no less, 

following the consensus achieved on far-reaching reforms 
that could radically alter how multinational companies are 
taxed, as well as where they are taxed.

Since 2013, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) has been developing a 15-point action 
plan to tackle Base Erosion and Profi t Shifting (BEPS). It was 
always going to be an ambitious project, but the OECD has 
risen to the challenge, bringing with it the G20 leaders, who 
voted to implement the fi nal package in November 2015. 

The OECD anticipates that the measures, if implemented in 
full by all the major economies, will go some way to reducing the 
estimated US$100bn-$240bn (£66bn-£160bn) lost through BEPS 
annually. This represents between 4% and 10% of global corporate 
income tax (CIT). This matters because of developing countries’ 
greater reliance on CIT as a percentage of their tax revenues.

The 15 action points have been presented in a consolidated 
package that the OECD claims to be the fi rst substantial 
overhaul of international tax rules in almost a century. The fi nal 
package of measures includes minimum standards on country-
by-country reporting and treaty shopping, curbs on harmful tax 
practices, especially in areas of intellectual property, and mutual 
agreement procedures to ensure that the fi ght against double 
non-taxation does not result in unintended double taxation.
There is also revised guidance on transfer pricing rules and a 
new defi nition of permanent establishment, together with new 
measures for controlled foreign companies, interest deductibility 
and hybrid mismatches.

Tough challenge
Finally, we will see the development of a multilateral instrument 
that will incorporate the tax treaty-related BEPS measures into 
the existing network of bilateral treaties. This will arguably be the 
most complex aspect; as the OECD notes, there are nearly 90 
countries working together on this action point, and the aim is to 
get the instrument up and running by the end of 2016.

The report says that the goal of Action 15 is to streamline 
the implementation of the tax treaty-related BEPS measures, an 
innovative approach with no exact precedent in the tax world, 
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Top of the agenda
Such activity will keep international tax close to the top of 
boardroom agendas. According to Deloitte’s most recent 
European tax survey, the importance of BEPS has increased during 
the past year, while progress is also being made to prepare for the 
coming changes. In Deloitte’s previous survey, nearly a third (31%) 
of companies said they had begun preparations for BEPS. In the 
latest survey, this figure had risen to just under a half (44%). 

There is also acknowledgement that BEPS is likely to affect tax 
strategy. More than half of the companies in the Deloitte survey 
said they expected the cost of compliance to increase, and there 
was a significant increase in the proportion of respondents saying 
they would need to review or amend their entire international 
tax strategy. Half thought their compliance burden was likely to 
increase as a result of the initiative; a third thought this burden 
would increase primarily from the country-by-country reporting 
requirements, while the rest could see the burden increasing due 
to other requirements such as transfer pricing documentation 
and methodologies, and permanent establishment changes.

So 2016 – and beyond – will be a busy time for corporates 
as well as legislators and tax authorities. Legislative action at 
a national level will be required to tackle issues around hybrid 
mismatches and interest restrictions. Hybrids – where one party 
gets a tax deduction for a payment 
while the other does not have a taxable 
receipt, or where there is more than one 
tax deduction for the same expense 
– are tackled by the OECD. But it 
remains to be seen how many countries 
actually support this guidance. The UK 
government is considering legislation, 
while countries such as France already 
consider that their legislation outlaws 
such arrangements. But few other 
countries have publicly supported the 
OECD position.

Interest deductibility (Action 4) 
could prove interesting, if you’ll forgive 
the pun. The final report affords a 
degree of flexibility that could see 
a variety of different approaches to 

targeting interest deductibility. And whatever rules are adopted, 
there should be plenty of time allowed for corporate groups 
to reassess their capital structures so that they are still able to 
obtain relief for third-party interest expense. One thing is clear, 
however: the OECD does not want to see countries deliberately 
adopting a policy to attract international investment due to 
lenient interest deductibility rules.

But inevitably, some countries will prove to be more 
enthusiastic about BEPS than others. For instance, Australia has 
been seen as an early mover on BEPS, having adopted some 
measures even before the final recommendations became 
known. The UK, which has been accused of undermining the 
BEPS project through its diverted profits legislation, could be 
seen, if anything, as over-enthusiastic.

The Netherlands, which rightly or wrongly has been the target 
of accusations over its tax policies, is considering its response. 
There, legislation on country-by-country reporting came into 
force at the beginning of 2016, with changes to its patent box 
regime also expected during the year. Ireland will also legislate 
on country-by-country reporting and introduce a ‘knowledge 
development box’ that will comply with the OECD’s standards.

Then there is the US. It remains to be seen how the world’s 
largest economy will react and, if so, when. Caution seems to 

be the watchword here, even though 
the US played an active role in the 
BEPS process. The US government 
believes there is a risk of uneven and 
unfair application of the action points, 
and is particularly fearful that other 
governments will go after the trillions 
of dollars locked up in US international 
groups who have been keeping their 
earnings offshore. And the US is not 
keen for its corporate groups to be 
sharing their information with foreign 
authorities. Even if all the other hurdles 
are overcome, this could be one 
obstacle too many. ■

Chas Roy-Chowdhury FCCA is head of 
taxation at ACCA

Legislative action 
at a national level 

will be required 
to tackle issues 
around hybrid 

mismatches 
and interest 
restrictions
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Bucking the trend
A survey of the top global accounting networks and associations fi nds that despite 
currency volatility and patchy economic conditions, fi rms are reporting strong growth

The latest report from International Accounting Bulletin 
on the performance of global accountancy networks 
has found that PwC tops the table, with global fee 

income of US$35.4bn for the year to 30 June 2015. It beat 
Deloitte, which had held the top spot for the previous 
two years, but by a relatively narrow margin of US$156m, 
with Deloitte reporting fee income of US$35.2bn in the 
year to 31 May 2015.

Network growth
Overall, the Big Four (PwC, Deloitte, EY and KPMG) controlled 
66.5% of the global accounting market share in 2015, with a 
combined fee income of US$124bn. KPMG was the only Big Four 
fi rm to report a decrease in fee income (-2%).

According to the survey, networks grew by an average of 
2% in 2015, with the Big Four and the next six largest networks 
averaging 3% growth year on year.

Name

• PwC

• Deloitte

• EY

• KPMG

• BDO

• RSM

• Grant Thornton International

• Baker Tilly International

• Crowe Horwath International

• Nexia International

• Moore Stephens International

• Kreston International

• HLB International

• Mazars

• PKF International

• UHY International

• Russell Bedford International

• ECOVIS International

• Pan-China International

• ShineWing International

Fee income ($m)
35,356.0
35,200.0
28,655.0
24,440.0
7,303.9
4,641.4
4,632.8
3,807.0
3,506.7
3,082.7
2,659.9
2,045.2
1,910.3
1,423.8
1,014.1
517.0
392.0
322.0
320.6
276.1

Networks fee data

PwC
35,356.0

EY
28,655.0

BDO
7,303.9

RSM
4,641.4

KPMG
24,440.0

Deloitte
35,200.0
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Other notable changes in the 
network rankings include RSM 
overtaking Grant Thornton as the 
sixth largest network globally. RSM 
reported fee income of US$4.64bn 
in the year to 31 December 2015, 
up 6%. Grant Thornton reported fee 
income of US$4.63bn in the year to 
30 September 2015, down 2%.

PKF International dropped from 
12th position to 15th.

Overall, associations grew by an 
average of 5% year on year, with 
combined fee income of US$23.3bn. 
Praxity remains the largest 
association globally, with fee income 
of US$4.5bn, up 3% on 2014.

Overall, the Big 
Four controlled 

66.5% of the 
global accounting 

market share 
in 2015

▲ Numbers game
The strong dollar along with currency 
devaluation in several regions affected 
networks and associations in 2015

Market share – Big Four Average fee split – Big Four

The associations’ table saw 
much more volatility in 2015 than 
the networks’ table, with a few 
associations – such as MSI Global, KS 
International and INPACT – climbing 
up by one or two positions. 

The split between PKF 
International and ARAF, now Allinial 
Global, in North America also had a 
knock-on effect on the association 
table. Allinial Global took fi fth place 
in the ranking. »

• PwC   • Deloitte   • EY   • KPMG   • Mid-tier • Audit and accounting   • Tax   • Advisory

19.0%

18.9%

15.4%
13.1%
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Pinch of salt
Among the top 10 largest associations, the most notable 
change in the ranking was DFK International overtaking AGN 
International as the seventh largest association globally, with fee 
income of US$1.2bn in 2015.

But IAB acting editor Vincent Huck warned that these 
changes should be taken with a pinch of salt. ‘The strengthening 
of the dollar in 2015, combined with currency devaluation in Latin 

America, China and Russia, has played a part in networks’ and 
associations’ fi nancial reports,’ he says. 

‘A decrease or slow growth do not necessarily refl ect an 
organisation’s operational results but are often the effect of 
currency exchange.’ ■

This article was contributed by International Accounting 
Bulletin

• Average growth of fi rm 2014 (%)

• Average growth of fi rm 2015 (%)
*  Data not available for 2014

World survey 2016

• Average growth of fi rm 2014 (%)

• Average growth of fi rm 2015 (%)
*  Data not available for 2014

World survey 2016
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R emarkably, it’s almost 20 years since McKinsey coined 
the phrase ‘war for talent’ in a 1997 article. The study 
spawned a generation of both supporters and detractors, 

yet whatever your view on the original study, what is certain is 
that attracting, developing, engaging and keeping hold of good 
people with the right skills has continued to be a key priority 
for businesses. This is true of enterprises of all sizes and in all 
sectors, and also from the perspective of finance professionals; 
CFOs and other finance leaders rightly recognise the 
importance of developing their staff and helping them achieve 
their career ambitions through appropriate opportunities.

Yet a new light has been shone on the quest for securing 
people with the right skills in the face of globalisation, changing 
finance ‘delivery’ models and the emerging requirement for 
new capabilities. In particular, although the shared services and 
outsourcing journey started in the early 1990s, access to offshore 
talent probably wasn’t one of the primary drivers. Moving on 20 
years, the industry is now well established, yet the longer term 
implications in relation to people management and the changing 
nature of career paths remain not particularly well understood. 
In global finance functions this is particularly true today. In 
short, the advent of shared services and outsourcing has had an 
indelible impact on finance careers; it has changed the finance 
career paradigm.

Yet if organisations are to future-proof the development 
of their finance people today, these changes and implications 
must be better understood. This is why ACCA is launching a 
new research programme which will address the critical talent 
challenges organisations now face in developing the next 
generation of finance professionals. Our ambition is to bring 
new insights into the practices enterprises must adopt to attract, 

develop, engage and retain their future talent. 
Our programme will draw on a range of quantitative and 

qualitative research activities, including global surveys, ‘deep-
dive’ enterprise case studies, in-depth career profiling and 
leadership interviews. It will aim to understand how talent and 
people development programmes must evolve in response to 
changing technology, the maturity of shared service functions, 
emerging finance models and the broader corporate cultural and 
industry context.  

The programme intends to focus on a number of critical 
areas. We want to understand the aspirations and challenges of 
the youngest generation in global finance functions today, the 
nature of their work and employment engagements, working 
patterns, career ambitions and motivations, their attitudes 
to remuneration and what works in attracting, engaging and 
retaining them. We also want to look at how career paths 
are changing for finance professionals, understanding the 
value placed on different experiences gained across different 
activities, the career opportunities that go beyond finance, 
common pathways in and out of finance, and emerging best 
practices in career planning that organisations are seeking 
to deploy. In addition, we will explore the changing nature of 
skills, capabilities and behaviours, as well as the learning and 
experiential interventions that can be deployed to help cultivate 
these, along with valuable leadership qualities and traits. ■

Jamie Lyon FCCA is head of corporate sector at ACCA

How to find talent – and keep it
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Spotlight on talent
ACCA’s Jamie Lyon introduces a 
project that aims to provide new 
insights into how enterprises 
can attract, develop, 
engage and retain the 
best people 

For more information:

Visit accaglobal.com/talent to see our initial study
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Career boost
Mentally resilient people don’t beat themselves up for past mistakes, they learn any 
lessons and move on, says Rob Yeung; plus the perfect etiquette for hotdesking 

Dr Rob Yeung is an 
organisational psychologist 

and coach at consultancy 
Talentspace

Talent doctor: resilience

Recently, I was invited to give a 
speech on the topic of resilience and 
mental toughness to an audience 
of managers in a fi nancial services 
business. We all have times when 
we face problems or challenging 
circumstances and wish we were 
more in control, so here are three 
messages I think we could remind 
ourselves of occasionally.

Successful people take calculated 
risks. Clearly, that doesn’t mean 
throwing yourself into dangerous or 
unrealistic situations in the vague hope 
of success. But taking risks inherently 
means that things won’t always turn 
out as well as you might wish.

By all means admit to yourself 
that you failed at a project, but avoid 

translating this into the global statement 
‘I am a failure’. Psychologists have found 
that when you attribute failure to a specifi c 
occasion or task (ie the fi rst approach), 
you are far less likely to damage your 
motivation and potential for growth.

The fi rst interpretation has an implicit 
message that you failed at this one 
project but can learn from it and try 
again. The second, global, statement may 
reinforce in your mind that you are a total 
failure and that you just shouldn’t bother 
trying anything diffi cult ever again.

That may seem a subtle, even trivial, 
distinction. However, research has found 
that even seemingly minor differences can 
have insidious mental consequences.

Whether it’s a task you did on your own 
that failed, or a large project involving 

dozens of people, take the time to 
review what happened. Rather than 
trying to identify what went wrong 
(which may lead you to blame yourself, 
or others), try to be future-focused: 
identify what you would do differently. 
Rather than saying ‘you should have…’, 
say ‘next time, I/we should…’.

Once you have identifi ed any lessons 
to learn, move on. Resist the temptation 
to revisit past errors. Research suggests 
that mentally resilient people avoid 
torturing themselves with what they 
‘should have’ done.

No doubt you have at times felt 
anxious, angry, harassed or self-
doubting. When you’re feeling less than 
positive, be careful not to say things like 
‘I am nervous’ or ‘I am annoyed’.

Whether you’re analysing your 
own emotions or sharing how you’re 
feeling with a colleague, say something 
like ‘I am experiencing a feeling 
of nervousness’. The simple act of 
distinguishing your emotions from 
yourself can help you to restore your 
equilibrium more quickly. That change 
in phrasing reminds you that you are 
someone who experiences emotions – 
you are not the same as your emotions.

Again, that may seem a trifl ing 
difference in wording. But psychological 
research tells us that even small 
changes in how you see yourself and 
the world can eventually make a big 
difference to your state of mind. ■

For more information:

talentspace.co.uk

@robyeung

Positive thinking

Watch Dr Rob Yeung 
expand on these themes at 
bit.ly/ACCA-Yeung2
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For more information:

accacareers.com

The perfect: hotdesk neighbour

The key point to note when making friends with your hotdesk neighbour is that you don’t 
have a lot of time. Very little time to establish that you are considerate, enthusiastic, 
courteous, credible and maybe a little quirky and fun to be with. So you need to prioritise.

That being the case, and bearing in mind that first impressions count, you should 
concentrate on being courteous and considerate and forget all about quirky and fun to be with.

Take an unbiased look at yourself (or ask a family member or close friend) and pick out 
any annoying habits, such as asking questions then obviously not listening to the answers 
(good eye contact and an open, interested expression are handy here); or eating noisily or 
with your mouth open (in fact, it may be better not to eat at your desk at all in a hotdesk 
situation – you probably wouldn’t in a client meeting, so why would you when hotdesking?).

Then work on eliminating those habits 
entirely. Just root them out. Really, how 

hard can it be? What’s more, you’ll 
reap dividends in other relationships.

So that just leaves enthusiastic 
and credible. This may be something 
of a tall order, but you owe it to your 

new colleagues. No one wants 
to sit next to Mr Angry or Ms 
Actually-I-never-asked-to-be-
here-anyway.

At this point, you might  
want to revisit quirky and 
fun to be with. Of course, 
those qualities can go 
unappreciated. But then 
again, life is short. You may not 
see your hotdesk neighbour 

again soon, or even at all. Ask 
yourself: in this life, how perfect 
do you want to be anyway?

All change
Nearly two thirds (63%) of 
accountants are planning on 
changing jobs in the next six 
to 12 months, according to 
CareersinAudit.com.

The jobs board surveyed 
more than 1,700 accountants 
globally in roles ranging 
from newly qualified to CFO 
and partner. It found that 
more than a third (34%) were 
already actively seeking a new 
position, with a further 29% 
planning on doing so within 
the next year.

A desire to work abroad 
was cited as the primary 
reason for changing jobs, with 
30% of respondents looking 
for a fresh challenge overseas. 

Western Europe was 
deemed the most attractive 
region for career progression, 
with 21% of respondents 
naming this as their preferred 
destination. Meanwhile, 
15% had their eyes on North 
America, with 13% welcoming 
a move to the Middle East.

Simon Wright, operations 
director for CareersinAudit.
com, said: ‘Employers may 
need to shake up working 
practices and make changes to 
retain star employees. Bosses 
could consider offering staff the 
opportunity to work abroad on 
secondment, either within the 
company or perhaps through 
an associated network.’

UK profession resilient
The accountancy profession 
is among the private-sector 
professions that are most 
resilient to a downturn in the 
UK economy. This is according 
to analysis conducted by 
recruiter Randstad Financial & 
Professional.

Based on data from the 
UK’s Office for National 
Statistics, Randstad found that, 
when adjusted for inflation, the 
aggregate salary bill for full-
time accounting professionals 
increased by 11.5% between 
2002 and 2014. 

Over a 12-year period 
wages grew from £12.7bn 

to £14.1bn in real terms. 
This was in contrast to other 
professions, which saw their 
aggregate salary bills shrink. 

For example, the 
management consulting 
profession experienced a 
fall in its total pay bill, in real 
terms, from £6.9bn to £5.7bn 
between 2002 and 2014 – a 
decrease of 17.3%. 

Tara Ricks, managing 
director of Randstad Financial 
& Professional, commented: 
‘Accountancy is recession 
resilient. The profession’s 
comparatively high aggregate 
salary bill demonstrates 
accountants are in the 
enviable position of being 
in demand whatever the 
financial weather. During sunny 
economic periods, they can 
pick up consulting work. In 
choppier waters, they become 

an invaluable source of risk 
advice – while the demand for 
tax advice and audit work will 
never dry up.’

Flocking to Singapore
Singapore is witnessing an 
‘abundance of candidates’ for 
accountancy and finance jobs. 

According to recruiter 
Hays, increased investment in 
industries including aviation 
and the media has resulted 
in growing competition for 
finance and accountancy roles 
in the city-state.

Lynne Roeder, managing 
director of Hays in Singapore, 
said: ‘Singapore’s status as a 
place where east meets west 
is globally acknowledged. 
Whether they are from 
Australia or the UK, candidates 
feel comfortable with the 
regional financial centre.’

As Singapore is a gateway 
to South-East Asian and 
Chinese markets, employers are 
seeking candidates with a grasp 
of multiple languages, including 
English and Mandarin.

Roeder said: ‘Accountancy 
and finance talent is commonly 
required to be at least 
bilingual, as employers seek to 
globalise their businesses via 
Singapore-based operations.

‘Those professionals fluent 
in various cultures in different 
countries will be the most 
sought after. Opportunities 
continue to abound for those 
who have a good command of 
both English and Mandarin.’ ■

Sally Percy, journalist
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The costs game
In the latest in the series on the strategic role of the finance function,  
Tony Grundy looks at the accountant as strategic cost manager

these need to be combined to model possible cost and value. To 
illustrate, I worked with a client to identify three really key areas 
of strategic cost breakthrough that were not just ‘last year’s costs 
less 5%’, but that would transform the cost base and enable the 
company to compete in a new way. These involved creating a 
new and incredibly efficient plant, radically changing working 
practices and an aggressive cost leadership strategy globally, 
creating mega economies of scale. It worked. 

Diagnosis
First you will need to do a strategic cost gap analysis by charting 
where your unit costs are now; where they are for similar types 
of competitor; what the current gap is; where you think your unit 
costs are likely to be in, for example, three to five years’ time; 
where you think competitors’ unit costs are likely to be over 
the same timeframe; and therefore where your future gap is. 
You then need to drill down within your current position, either 
with a full economic analysis using value and cost drivers or by 
searching online for ‘fishbone analysis’ for a high-level approach.

In the full economic analysis, you should split the types of 
added value into activity, then segment these by where this 
value is added, in a ‘value tree’, with two levels of detailed 
analysis: value drivers and cost drivers. This typically highlights 
that better trade-offs can be made, different value and 

Accountants can play an important role in the strategic 
management of costs – or what I call ‘the land 
that strategy forgot’. In essence, it is the process 

of creatively managing the resource base to achieve 
strategic objectives at lowest cost, without undermining 
the competitive position.

The process for this consists of five simple steps: diagnosis, 
creating challenging options, evaluating them, planning and 
implementation (see each below). I piloted this process with BP 
Chemicals and then used it with the Bank of Ireland, EasyJet, GE 
Healthcare and nuclear fuel processor Urenco, among others, 
with breakthrough results.

Strategic cost management (SCM) has five key ingredients:

* achieving strategic objectives (you can’t cut costs unless you 
adhere to the business strategy) 

* seeking competitive advantage 

* looking beyond the short term

* maximising economic value (no incidental or indirect value-
destroying impact)

* creativity
These differentiate the strategic cost management from the 
purely tactical, which is where so many companies go wrong.

In the SCM process, not only is financial and operational data 
needed but also organisational, market and competitive data; 
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cost models created, and causes of inefficiency and lack of 
effectiveness eradicated.

In the fishbone analysis, you take an area where you 
suspect costs might be too high and then repeatedly ask why, 
to dig down to the root causes. This is shown as a horizontal 
fishbone, with the symptom ‘Cost X seems too high’ as the 
fish’s ‘head’ to the right, and with the root causes as the ‘bones’ 
and ‘tail’ to the left. This typically drills down and rapidly 
identifies areas for changing the cost model (without destroying 
value, of course).

One extra check that can then be done is to use the ‘five S’s’, 
which we discussed last month (AB, March, page 46): strategy, 
structure, style (or culture), skills and systems.

Challenging options
Consider the areas below when creating challenging options:

* extra value, and its creation and capture

* business and product complexity

* process

* technology

* speed and productivity

* input prices and negotiation

* sourcing

* structure and skills.

Option evaluation 
Consider your options using the strategic option grid. This helps 
you evaluate a number of cost breakthrough options against the 
following important criteria: strategic attractiveness; financial 
attractiveness; implementation difficulty; uncertainty and risk; 
and stakeholder acceptability.

Typically, each criterion is scored as high attractiveness 
(three points), moderate attractiveness (two points) or low 
attractiveness (one point). For example, high implementation 
difficulty and uncertainty and risk would score one point. First 
you need to explore fully what options might be available 
including both the ‘what’ and the ‘how’. Next, you should 
develop a working model of your plan. Finally, check your facts 
and gather data in the areas where the evaluation scores seem 
most sensitive. 

Planning/implementation
The planning phase will depend on the individual circumstances. 
As for implementation, this can be the longest phase of the five. 
Two issues stand out: the need to foresee and address future 
difficulty, and the need to understand stakeholder positions. 

Draw a ‘difficulty-over-time’ curve; increasing difficulties can 
occur at all kinds of different stages, perhaps as a steady incline, 
or climbing a little then falling back before getting really difficult.

Implementation can feel like a rollercoaster, and there are 
more than a few parallels here in terms of anticipating the 
dynamics, interpreting the experience and then managing it, and 
getting on the right rollercoaster in the first place.

Also important during implementation is stakeholder 
analysis, which enables you to see where all the key players 
are coming from and where they are trying to get to. This is 
done by first identifying who you believe the key stakeholders 
are at each phase. Next, evaluate whether they have a high, 
medium or low influence. 

Finally, evaluate whether they are in favour of the 
project, against it or idling ‘in neutral’. To do this you must 
try to see the world from that stakeholder’s perspective. This 
involves not merely trying to sense the surface attitudes of 
stakeholders to a particular issue but also the deeper emotions, 
anxieties and prejudices. 

By adopting this approach, you should be able to demonstrate 
that the finance function can be of real strategic value. ■

Dr Tony Grundy is an independent consultant and trainer, and 
lectures at Henley Business School

For more information:

www.tonygrundy.com

For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and 
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

For strategy case studies, see Tony Grundy’s videos at  
bit.ly/ACCA-Grundy
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Insightful leadership
In the second in a series of articles on creating major change, David Parmenter looks in 
more detail at the leading theories put forward by experts in the fi eld

gains and produce more change’, 
urges Kotter. This is the fl y-wheel 
effect so well expressed by Jim 
Collins in his books Built to Last and 

Good to Great: when staff 
are working in unison, 

the fl y-wheel of 
change will 
turn faster and 
faster. 

Finally, 
Kotter talks of the importance of 

anchoring new approaches in the culture. 
Make heroes of the change agents; ensure 

their values are embedded in the corporate 
values; and be sure to weed out those in 

management who have not embraced the change 
and who, over time, will be dowsing the fi re at night 

when nobody is looking. ■

David Parmenter is a writer and presenter 
on measuring, monitoring and managing 
performance

John Kotter points out in his book, Leading Change, 
the importance of creating a ‘guiding coalition’. Every 
organisation, he says, has its oracle – the individual 

everyone turns to for an answer (‘You need to talk to Bob’). 
These oracles exist right across the organisation and may 
hold seemingly unimportant positions. Do not be fooled.

Firms need to invest in these gurus. One organisation 
held three two-week workshops about the implementation 
of its planning tool. Yes, that’s six weeks of workshops. 
The CEO was present for part of each one, and the 
wisdom from the oracles was channelled, by an expert 
facilitator, into a successful blueprint for the project.  

Kotter in Leading Change, and Steve Zaffron and Dave 
Logan in their book, The Three Laws of Performance, also 
stress the importance of compelling and motivational future-
based language in setting out a vision and strategy. This is crucial, 
they say, if the journey is to be seen and resources made available.

More communication
In communicating the change vision, Kotter says that if you 
undercommunicate, you will probably undercommunicate a 
lot – by a factor of more than 10. This will undermine your 
initiative, no matter how well planned. During a project, 
the project leader needs to obtain permission from the 
CEO to gatecrash any gathering in the organisation for a 
10-minute slot to outline the project and explain progress 
made so far. One sure-fi re route to failure is to believe that 
staff will read your project newsletters and emails. They won’t.

Kotter also advocates empowering ‘broad-based action’: the 
need for change and the right to change must be handed over to 
teams early on. Zaffron and Logan concur with this view. Once the 
invented future is set in the minds of employees, they will march 
towards this future. All the great writers state that some chaos is 
good, so let teams embrace the project in their own way.

Next Kotter talks about the need to generate quick 
wins – obvious, yes, but frequently missed. Always 
remember, he says, that senior management can 
sometimes suffer from attention defi cit. You progress in 
a methodical and introverted way at your peril. You need 
easy wins, celebrated extrovertly, and you need to ensure 
you set up the CEO to score the easy goals. ‘Consolidate 

Webinars

Listen to David 
Parmenter’s 

webinars on 
lean fi nance (£50 
per webinar) at 
accaglobal.com/
leanwebinars

For more information:

www.davidparmenter.com

Next steps

1 Look back at a major failed 
project and ascertain how many 
of these stages were ignored.

2 Think about how you can better 
involve your organisation’s 
oracles in your current project.

3 Email me (parmenter@waymark.
co.nz) for a book review of John 
Kotter’s Leading Change.
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Setting the standards for SMEs

Headline for web: A global question
A range of outcomes has emerged worldwide regarding the 
requirements of SME fi nancial reporting. Graham Holt discusses

Financial reporting 
requirements for SMEs 
vary according to the 
jurisdiction. Sometimes 
they have to comply with 
the same requirements as 
other limited companies; 
on other occasions they 
are subject to very few 
requirements. The variety of 
approaches to SME fi nancial 
reporting seems to refl ect 
the wide variety of economic 
contexts in which they 
conduct business. 

Within the SME category 
there are arbitrary distinctions. 
Currently in the European 
Union (EU), the distinguishing 
characteristics for SMEs and 
micro entities are based 
on turnover, gross assets 
and number of employees. 
There is an argument that 
the publication of SME 
fi nancial reports is the price 
of limited liability but this is 

not universally accepted. 
In some countries, limited 

liability SMEs make minimal 
public accounting disclosures 
with no audit requirement. 
The protection of creditors 
is dependent on the owners 
of the business and therefore 
there is an argument that there 
should be disclosure by these 
entities irrespective of whether 
they have limited liability.

In some quarters, it is 
felt that there should be 
limited fi nancial reporting 
requirements for SMEs 
because of their size and the 
costs of meeting regulation. 
Generally, SMEs are owner-
managed with a narrow 
ownership interest, and their 
shares are not traded by 
the public. However, SMEs 
interact with many different 
parties, some of whom benefi t 
from the disclosure of fi nancial 
information. It is therefore 

not surprising that a range 
of outcomes has emerged 
worldwide as regards 
the requirements of SME 
fi nancial reporting.

IFRS for SMEs, 
International Financial 
Reporting Standard for Small 
and Medium-Sized Entities, 
was issued by the International 
Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB) in 2009. The 
concepts and principles 
of IFRS for SMEs are 
based on the framework 
document and therefore 

are very similar to full IFRS. 
The most signifi cant 

difference in the presentation 
of fi nancial statements for 
SMEs, as opposed to full 
IFRS, is that there are fewer 
disclosure requirements. 
There are also a number of 
differences in the accounting 
treatment of items in the 
statement of fi nancial position. 
Some topics in full IFRS are 
omitted because they are 
not relevant to typical SMEs, 
and there is simplifi cation of 
many of the recognition and 
measurement principles in 
full IFRS.  

Reduce the burdens
IFRS for SMEs also permits 
some of the statements 
required to be omitted or 
merged with other statements 
under certain circumstances. 
The standard is aimed at 
private companies, regardless 
of size, that are not public 
interest entities. It was 
developed to reduce the 
undue burdens placed on 
fi rms by full IFRS.

The decision as to which 
entities apply IFRS for 
SMEs is left up to individual 
governments and regulators. 

The standard has been 
adopted or adapted in many 
countries – sometimes with 
additional modifi cations such 
as in the UK, for example. 

The IFRS Foundation 
is developing profi les of 
application of full IFRS and 
the IFRS for SMEs in individual 
jurisdictions. At present, 77 
of the 140 jurisdictions being 
profi led require or permit IFRS 
for SMEs. There are many 
notable exceptions including 
France and Germany. However, 
of the 77, 52 allow SMEs to 
choose IFRS for SMEs or 
full IFRS and 19 allow them 
to additionally choose local 
GAAP. Sixty-nine out of the 77 
jurisdictions do not allow any 
modifi cations to IFRS for SMEs.

In May 2015, the 
IASB completed its fi rst 
comprehensive review of 
IFRS for SMEs and issued 
limited amendments; these 
are effective on 1 January 
2017 with early application 
permitted. The most 
signifi cant amendments are 
permitting SMEs to revalue 
property, plant and equipment 
and aligning the main 
recognition and measurement 
requirements for deferred tax 
with IAS 12, Income Taxes.

Additionally, the 
amendments allow 
exemptions from certain 
requirements when application 
would cause undue cost 
or effort. These include 
measurement of investments 
in equity instruments at 
fair value, recognising 
intangible assets separately in 
a business combination and 
offsetting income tax assets 
and liabilities.

There is guidance as 
regards the application of » 
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this amendment. The 
entity must determine the 
potential effect of applying 
this exemption on users 
of its fi nancial statements 
and compare this with the 
cost or effort of complying 
with the requirement. The 
reasons behind the use of 
the exemption must also be 
disclosed. Other notable 
changes include the option 
to use the equity method for 
investments in subsidiaries, 
associates and jointly 
controlled entities in separate 
fi nancial statements, and the 
use of management’s best 
estimate if the useful life of 
goodwill or another intangible 
asset cannot be established 
reliably. The maximum life 

must not exceed 10 years 
whereas previously there was 
a presumption of a 10-year life 
in the above circumstances. 

Radical change
In 2015, a radical change 
occurred to UK GAAP and 
therefore to SME accounting. 
All previous fi nancial reporting 
standards (FRS), statements of 
standard accounting practice 
and Urgent Issues Task Force 
abstracts, apart from the 
Financial Reporting Standard 
for Small Entities (FRSSE), 
were replaced by fi ve new 
standards. FRS 100 sets out the 
overall framework for fi nancial 
reporting under UK GAAP and 
explains which standards apply 
to which types of entity. 

Additionally, 
the standard sets 
out when an entity 
can apply the 
reduced disclosure 
framework and 
when it should 
follow a statement 
of recommended 
practice. FRS 101 
sets out a reduced 
disclosure framework that 
is available in the individual 
fi nancial statements of 
qualifying entities provided 
certain criteria are met. FRS 
102 sets out the accounting 
requirements for those entities 
that are neither required nor 
elect to apply EU-adopted 
IFRSs, FRS 101’s reduced 
disclosure framework or the 

SMEs interact 
with many 

different parties, 
some of whom 

benefit from 
the disclosure 

of financial 
information

FRSSE. There are significant 
differences between this 
version of the FRSSE (effective 
January 2015) and the FRSSE 

(effective April 2008) 
because of the revised 
reporting framework 
introduced into the UK. 

FRS 103 applies to 
insurance contracts of 
entities that apply FRS 

102 including reinsurance 
contracts that the entity 

holds, and to other 
fi nancial instruments that 
the entity issues with a 
discretionary participation 
feature. FRS 104 sets out 
the fi nancial reporting 
requirements for interim 
fi nancial reports although 
it does not in itself require 
an entity to prepare such 
a report.

In 2015, signifi cant 
changes to UK company law 
were introduced, including 
changes to the disclosures 
required within small company 
accounts. In addition, the 
accounting thresholds relating 
to SMEs were increased 
signifi cantly, which allowed 

more entities to use the 
accounting requirements of 
the small companies regime. 

In the UK, fi nancial 
reporting for small and micro-
entities is also going through 
a period of signifi cant change. 
As a result, the FRSSE is being 
withdrawn and, from 2016, 
small entities will utilise FRS 
102 or a new standard, FRS 
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105, The Financial Reporting 
Standard Applicable to 
the Micro-entities Regime. 
Additionally a new section 1A, 
Small Entities, has been added 
to FRS 102 outlining the 
disclosure and presentation 
requirements for such entities. 
Changes have been made to 
the new UK GAAP standards 
to ensure compliance with 
company law. 

For some entities currently 
applying the FRSSE, the 
recognition and measurement 
of certain assets and liabilities 
may change dependent on 
whether the entity adopts 
FRS 102 or FRS 105. FRS 
105 can be the best option 
for micro-entities that wish 
to avoid the more complex 
accounting treatments of 
FRS 102. It is unlikely that 
many micro-entities will 
see a signifi cant effect 
when they move to the new 
standard but, because FRS 

105 is drawn from FRS 102, 
albeit with some signifi cant 
recognition and measurement 
simplifi cations, there may be 
a case for these entities to 
appraise themselves of the 
potential impact.

Differing approaches
Questions can be raised 
over the type of fi nancial 
reporting requirements that 
should apply to SMEs. Some 
of the major world powers 
have differing approaches 
to SME accounting. The 
Chinese Accounting Standard 
for Small Entities was issued 
by the Ministry of Finance 
(MoF) in 2011, having 
used the IFRS for SMEs 
as a reference point when 
developing the standard. 
However, the MoF in Russia 
has said that recent public 
discussions on the use of the 
IFRS for SMEs have suggested 
that the cost of transition 

outweighs the benefi ts to be 
gained by the entities and 
users.  

In the US, there is no 
fi nancial reporting framework 
that SMEs are either required 
or permitted to use for 
preparing their fi nancial 
statements. There is no 
organisation that would 
make a centralised ‘adoption’ 
decision for the use of IFRS for 
SMEs in the US.  

SMEs in the US are 
categorised as ‘private 
companies’ and, as such, 
can select the accounting 
framework that fi ts the 
purpose of its fi nancial 
statements. These 
frameworks can include US 
GAAP, IFRS as issued by the 
IASB, or another basis of 
accounting such as the US 
income tax basis. However, 
the American Institute of 
Certifi ed Public Accountants 
(AICPA) is in the process 

For more information:

www.ifrs.org

of considering comments 
on its proposed fi nancial 
reporting framework for 
privately held small and 
medium-sized entities. 

Thus there can be a wide 
variation in the national 
accounting requirements 
for SMEs. Questions such 
as whether SMEs should 
be required to produce 
fi nancial statements, what 
information they should 
contain and whether they 
should be publicly available 
still need to be answered on a 
global scale. ■

Graham Holt is director of 
professional studies at the 
accounting, fi nance and 
economics department at 
Manchester Metropolitan 
Business School
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Technical update
A monthly roundup of the latest developments in taxation, audit, codes, standards, 
agreements, guidance, proposals and consultations across Asia Pacific

Hong Kong

Profits decision
The Inland Revenue 
Department has announced 
that following a Court of Final 
Appeal judgment in Nice 
Cheer Investment Limited v 
CIR, it will accept during a 
review 2013/14, 2014/15 and 
2015/6 profits tax returns 
where assessable profits are 
computed on fair value basis. 
It will also recompute 2015/16 
assessable profits computed 
on fair value basis where 
taxpayers subsequently adopt 
this realisation basis. See bit.
ly/ptr-fva.

Up a gear
Hong Kong’s secretary 
for financial services and 
the treasury has stressed 
that the Inland Revenue 
Department aims to complete 
within three months 85% 
of processing adjudication 
requests regarding stamp 
duty exemptions involving 
transfers between group 
companies. This response 
to Hong Kong’s Legislative 
Council follows claims from 
a council member that 
the department has been 
taking too long to complete 
such requests. See bit.ly/
stamp-ird.

Understanding MRF
The Inland Revenue 
Department has released 
information on the levying 
of stamp duty on the mutual 
recognition of funds between 
mainland China and Hong 
Kong. See bit.ly/mrf-ird.

New partnership
The Hong Kong stock 
exchange has launched a 

Mainland [China] Market 
Data Distribution Partnership 
Programme with information 
vendors, boost market data 
distribution for its RMB 
(Chinese yuan renminbi) 
currency futures or USD-CNH 
futures (US dollar-offshore 
RMB), stock futures and 
London metal mini futures 
contracts. Participants 
include AASTOCKS.com/
Shanghai DZH; East Money 
Information; Hexin Flush 
Financial Information 
Network; Pobo Financial 
Information; Shanghai 
Qianlong Advanced 
Technology; and Shanghai 
Wind Information. See bit.ly/
prog-hkex.

OTC revision
The Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority and the Securities 
and Futures Commission 
have published revised 
proposals on introducing 
mandatory clearing and 
expanding mandatory 
reporting for over-the-
counter derivatives trades. 
On mandatory clearing, the 
proposals include having a 
single clearing threshold and 
exempting from mandatory 
clearing certain transactions 
from a multilateral portfolio 
compression cycle. On 
reporting, it includes 
excluding certain FX 
forwards for buying or 
selling foreign currency 
securities from these 
requirements. See bit.ly/
rep-cons.

Mainland China

Taxes lowered
Mainland China is to lower 
its deed and sales taxes 

for property transactions. 
According to China’s ministry 
of finance, an individual 
buying a first property for their 
family will still pay a deed tax 
of 1% of the property price 
if the property floor space is 
under 90 sq m, but from 22 
February the amount paid for 
larger properties has fallen 
to 1.5%, compared with the 
previous 3%. For individuals 
buying a second home, deed 
taxes will fall from 1.5% to 
1% for properties with less 
than 90 sq m of floor space. 
Also, property owners selling 
up after holding property 
for at least two years will no 
longer pay sales tax on the 
proceeds; before 22 February, 
such sales attracted 5.6% 
in sales taxes, which still 
applies to properties 
resold before being held for 
two years.

Overseas encouragement
China’s state administration 
of taxation has signed a 
memorandum of cooperation 
(MOC) with the China 
Council for the Promotion 
of International Trade to 
help Chinese companies 
trading overseas. Under the 
MOC, the two government 
agencies will establish daily 
communication channels 
to improve cooperation 
and will work together to 
promote tax agreements 
with different countries, 
while offering tax services 
and related training to 
exporters, international 
service providers and 
overseas investors. The 
MOC follows China’s One 
Belt, One Road strategy 
encouraging more Chinese 
companies to invest 

overseas. This includes 
requiring Chinese companies 
to know about tax laws in 
export target countries, 
helping them run their 
businesses more efficiently 
and competitively.

Singapore

Skills boost
A Financial Sector Tripartite 
Committee has been 
launched, uniting industry 
organisations, trade unions 
and the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore – the central 
bank – to boost financial 
sector skills. The committee 
will first focus on banking, 
moving later to insurance 
and asset management. 
The committee will work 
with the Institute of Banking 
and Finance to identify 
necessary cross-functional 
competencies, such as 
in data analytics and 
risk management. It will 
establish a financial sector-
specific one-stop career 
advisory facility in April and 
it will work with the country’s 
National Trades Union 
Congress to pilot a change 
management programme, 
encouraging financial 
sector worker skill upgrades. 
See bit.ly/fstc-fin.

Rwanda agreement 
A new avoidance of 
double-taxation agreement 
between Singapore 
and Rwanda has come 
into force. It enables 
Singapore residents to 
set taxes paid in Rwanda 
against their tax liabilities 
in the city-state, when it 
covers the same income. See 
bit.ly/rwa-dta.
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Thai DTA revised
The revised double 
taxation agreement struck 
between Singapore and 
Thailand in May 2015 has 
now come into force. The 
new deal lengthens the 
threshold for determining 
permanent establishment and 
lowers withholding tax rates 
for dividends, interest and 
royalties – see bit.ly/ST-dta.

Filing reprieve
The Accounting and 
Corporate Regulatory 
Authority has further 
extended a deadline to 
4 March to file annual 
returns, annual declarations, 
business registration 
renewals and any statutorily 
required filings due between 
26 December 2015 and 3 
March, with no penalties 

or charges for late filings 
within these dates. See bit.ly/
ext-file.

Malaysia

OECD agreement
The Malaysian government 
has signed the Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation 
and Development’s 
multilateral competent 
authority agreement, 
confirming that Malaysia 
will automatically 
exchange financial account 
information in 2018. See bit.
ly/mcaa-oecd.

IOSCO branches out
The International 
Organization of Securities 
Commissions (IOSCO) 
will open its first regional 
office in Malaysia’s capital 

Kuala Lumpur before 
the end of this year. The 
IOSCO regional hub for Asia-
Pacific will be the regulatory 
organisation’s first base 
outside its headquarters in 
Madrid, Spain. See iosco.org.

SC ruling 
Malaysia’s Federal Court 
– its highest court – has 
ruled that statements 
recorded by an investigating 
officer of the Securities 
Commission Malaysia 
during an investigation are 
protected from disclosure 
in both civil and criminal 
proceedings. They may 
be withheld, said the 
court, if disclosure would 
harm the public interest, 
for instance protecting 
confidential disclosures, 
to encourage future 

whistleblowers. See bit.ly/
sc-fed.

Income tax exemption
The Malaysian government 
has made an income tax 
order that exempts individual 
residents from paying 
income tax of RM2,000 on 
chargeable income provided 
that aggregate income does 
not exceed RM96,000. The 
exemption applies to 2015 
assessments. Details at bit.ly/
it-exempt.

Employee cheer
In a revised national Budget, 
the government has reduced 
employees’ contribution 
to the country’s Employees 
Provident Fund (EPF) by 
3% from March 2016 to 
December 2017. Employers’ 
contribution rates will remain 
unchanged. The full speech 
from prime minister Najib 
Razak is at bit.ly/efp-budget.

Guidance on GST
The Royal Malaysian Customs 
Department has issued new 
guides on the country’s 
goods and services tax (GST). 
These include applying GST 
on gaming, moneylending, 
downstream petroleum sales, 
telecommunication services 
and higher education, as 
well as a general note on 
GST registration. See bit.ly/
ind-guides and bit.ly/spec-
guides.

Late payment rates
The department has laid 
down the rates of penalties 
paid for making late GST 
payments. They will be 
based on the number of 
days the tax due is not paid: 
5% of owed tax for between 
one and 30 days; 15% 
where payments are late for 
31 days or more; 25% for 61 
days or more; and 25% for 
91 days or more. See bit.ly/
gst-late. ■

Keith Nuthall and Wang 
Fangqing, in Shanghai

Budget provides a personal boost

The Hong Kong government has announced its 2016 Budget, which includes a one-off 
reduction of profits tax, salaries tax and tax under personal assessment for the year of 
assessment 2015/16 by 75%, subject to a ceiling of $20,000 per case. The government 
has also waived business registration fees for 2016/17 and released a technology voucher 
programme assisting small- and medium-sized businesses.

In addition, the government has increased tax allowances for maintaining a dependent 
parent or grandparent aged 60 or above from HK$40,000 to HK$46,000; for those aged 
between 55 and 59 from HK$20,000 to HK$23,000; and raising the deduction ceiling for 
elderly residential care expenses from HK$80,000 to HK$92,000. 

To find out more, visit bit.ly/hk-budget.
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The long view
Following February’s 
Budget announcement 
in Hong Kong, the 
co-chairmen of ACCA 
Hong Kong’s tax sub-
committee consider 
the implications

◄ Still work to do
Davy Yun (left) and 
Kenneth Wong believe 
that while the Budget 
may be beneficial in 
the short term, more 
concrete plans for the 
future will be necessary 
for growth
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Facing an uncertain short-
term economic outlook, 
a slowdown in mainland 
China and a fair dollop of 
social angst, the Hong Kong 
government issued its new 
Budget in February in which 
it doled out relief to the 
middle classes and a number 
of one-off incentives. 

The Budget that Hong 
Kong’s financial secretary John 
Tsang Chun-wah presented 
on 24 February included a 
number of tax incentives 
and one-off benefits but 
did little to address long-
term structural issues. Hong 
Kong’s current fiscal position 
is incredibly strong, but an 
ageing population and greater 
competition from other 
centres in Asia have raised the 
spectre of deficits in the next 
few years. 

Two other concerns 
were not really addressed. 
One is Hong Kong’s narrow 
tax base; only about two 
in five workers pay salaries 
tax. A second issue, which 
Tsang commented on, is the 
unusual level of social unrest, 

which culminated in one-
night riots in the city’s crowded 
area of Mong Kok during 
the Lunar New Year festival in 
mid-February. 

Recurrent expenditures 
this year are forecast at 
HK$365.7bn (US$47bn) 
– including HK$74.7bn 
(US$9.61bn) on education, 
HK$66.2bn (US$8.51bn) on 
social welfare and HK$57.3bn 
(US$7.37bn) on health. These 
expenditures would come 
out of expected revenue of 
HK$498.3bn (US$64.09bn). 
After this year, the government 

should have cash reserves 
of HK$870bn (US$111.9bn), 
about 35% of GDP. 

All told, the various 
tax concessions and one-
off relief measures in this 
year’s Budget added up to 
HK$38.8bn (US$4.99bn). The 
incentives put forward are 
14% higher than in 2015, 
not an insignificant amount 
considering that the incentives 
increased 70% last year. These 
include a 75% reduction in 
salaries tax to a maximum 
of HK$20,000 (US$2,572), an 
extra month of social security 

payments, a 
reduction of 75% 
in profits tax, 
again capped at 
HK$20,000, and the 
waiving of business 
registration 
fees. There is 
also HK$140m 
(US$18.1m) 
to help the 
tourism industry 
and HK$240m 
(US$30.87m) to 
expand tourism 
events, promote 

‘People talk 
about an ageing 
population and 

structural deficits 
but no concrete 
proposals have 

been introduced’

Hong Kong and subsidise the 
development of information 
technology in tourism. 

AB China discussed 
the Budget and its 
implications with Kenneth 
Wong and Davy Yun, co-
chairmen of the ACCA Hong 
Kong tax sub-committee.

Q: What is your outlook 
for Hong Kong given the 
uncertainties in the global 
economy and the slowdown in 
mainland China? 
DY: It is quite uncertain in the 
short term, but in the long term 
we may be more optimistic. 
In terms of the economic 
situation in the short term there 
could be some challenges 
but if we are talking about 
Hong Kong’s fiscal situation 
itself, currently we have a 
very good fiscal position. If 
we were to comment about 
this Budget it would be the 
lack of long-term measures. 
For example, people talk 
about an ageing population 
and structural deficits but 
no concrete proposals have 
been introduced. » 
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ACCA agrees that the 
increase in personal allowance 
is actually quite generous. 
That benefits people across 
the board, at least for the 
middle class. For the really 
low-income people, some of 
them may be already in the tax 
net but would fall out of the 
tax net. For those already out 
of the tax net, they would get 
something but it would be a 
little bit short of expectations. 
I think the financial secretary 
is mindful of discipline under 
our fiscal policy. There have 
been some comments that the 
generous increase in personal 
allowance is narrowing our 
already narrow tax base. More 
people will fall out of our tax 
net. Short term, in general, 

we are fine with that. One 
little bit of comment is that 
the Budget falls short of a 
general direction.

Q: How well positioned is 
Hong Kong after this Budget?
KW: The structure of the 
Budget always wants to 
balance the long-term financial 
use of money plus some 
releases in the short term, as 
well as managing different 
camps and different types 
of people. It looks like they 
keep on giving out the sugar 
and candies to, hopefully, get 
back some harmony. At the 
same time, if you look at the 
five-year forecast, they really 
bring out the message that a 
structural deficit is coming. 

If you look at the five-year 
forecast, the next two years 
are still in a surplus position 
but if you look at 2019 we 
are looking at HK$29bn 
(US$3.73bn) deficit for that 
year. In the short term, the 
Budget is appropriate. Overall, 
it is a good one. It has taken 
care of, in balance, the various 
sectors. What would we like 
to see? Some more concrete 
longer term measures.

Q: Are there areas that should 
be addressed beyond what’s in 
the Budget?
DY: ACCA has proposed 
some measures that would 
improve Hong Kong’s 
competitiveness in the 
long term. We have been 

proposing that there should 
be a preferential tax rate for 
regional headquarters. We 
are already doing something 
– for example, the corporate 
treasury centres legislation 
that is now in the Legislative 
Council and we believe will be 
passed soon. There are other 
proposals that ACCA has 
suggested – for example, that 
the deduction criteria on R&D 
be relaxed. Such measures 
may cost money in the short 
term but in the long term 
they would be good for Hong 
Kong. 

ACCA’s estimates of 
this year’s surplus are 
actually quite close to 
the government’s figures. 
We estimated HK$70bn 
of surplus and it turns 
out to be HK$30bn after 
transferring the HK$45bn 
to the housing reserve. Part 
of the role of the financial 
secretary is actually to 
manage expectations. He 
always does it in terms of 
quite conservative estimates.

ACCA has proposed a 
comprehensive review of 
our tax system. The last 
comprehensive review, 
believe it or not, was done 
40 years ago. At that time, 
Hong Kong was merely a 
trading port and a colony. 
There was no global trading, 
e-commerce, internet and 
so on. Whether or not our 
tax legislation or system is 
good enough to cater for 
these modern businesses 
is one thing. Another thing 
is that people talk about a 
narrow tax base and whether 
or not we should broaden 
it to deepen the structural 
deficits. We should start doing 
a comprehensive review to 
see what kind of taxes we 
should consider and whether 
or not we should lower some 
of our tax rates, to make 
us competitive with our 
neighbouring countries and 
territories, who have been 
lowering their tax rates in 
recent years.
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Q: What would ACCA’s 
proposals include?
DY: We are proposing, for 
example, that we should 
reduce tax rates for regional 
headquarters. We should 
give some tax breaks to 
SMEs. We should relax the 
tax deduction criteria for 
R&D expenditures. All that 
may cost some money in the 
short term but if we do this, 
by attracting multinationals 
to Hong Kong, employing 
people and stimulating the 
economy, it could increase our 
tax revenue. 
KW: The way of doing 
business today is very different 
from 40 years ago. If you 
continue in a piecemeal way 
to enhance the tax law, the 
whole structure of the tax 
system may not keep up with 
the current environment. We 
need a comprehensive review 
of the tax system that can 
allow us to do better business 
in the future. This is something 
we have voiced for a number 
of years. 

Q: A recurrent theme, also 
mentioned in the Budget, is 
China’s One Belt, One Road 
(OBOR) initiative to boost trade 
and economic links among 
60-plus countries. Do you think 
OBOR will have a significant 
impact on Hong Kong? 
DY: People say that OBOR 
is not just an economic 
initiative. China will definitely 
go out and invest in those 
countries and the platform 
is definitely Hong Kong; and 
there’s the other way as well, 
with those countries investing 
in China using Hong Kong as 
a platform. Tax treaties will 
give benefits and certainty in 
terms of tax position. In the 
short term we may not be 
able to see tangible effects 
because it is a very big thing. 
China is not looking at OBOR 
as a five-year plan. It is a plan 
to cover a century. If we look 
longer term, it is something 
that we should concentrate 
our efforts on.

We talk about OBOR from 
time to time. From Hong 
Kong’s perspective, this 
is an important initiative. 
We have been proposing 
that we should sign more tax 
treaties with the countries in 
the Belt and Road. Quite a 
few do not have tax treaties 
with Hong Kong. We should 
say that the government 
is doing a good job in 
negotiating and signing tax 
treaties. We started with 
zero tax treaties some 10 
years ago and now we have 
more than 30. It is quite a 
good job but we think the 
government should put 
in extra effort in terms of 
working with those countries 
in the OBOR area. 

Q: Are Hong Kong’s reserves 
manageable?
KW: If you look at the 
financial report, they have 
set aside a lot of reserve 
funds and it is getting to be 
a mega-sized number. All 
these funds are for the long 
term. I think it is crucial for 
the government to consider 
how to use those funds and 
manage those funds. 

Q: Do you think all these 
measures will help give Hong 
Kong the boost it needs? 
DY: In terms of boosting 
the economy, I don’t know. 
You have already earned 
your money; you have 
to pay tax. If there is an 
increase in your personal 

allowance you have to pay 
less tax. Certainly it is good 
in that it provides relief to 
people in general. Whether 
or not people will use the 
money or save it, I don’t 
know. The government is 
not aiming at that. The main 
purpose of this tax relief is to 
relieve financial burdens of 
people in general. 

Is it good for our 
economy as a whole? 
Is it good to take our 
competitive position forward 
in terms of competing in 
the region? I think there 
should still be some longer 
term measures. ■

Interview by Alfred Romann, 
journalist
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Taking BEPS too far?
The EU’s proposed BEPS implementation package goes way beyond the requirements 
tabled by the OECD. But could the legislation be a turn-off for multinationals?

The European Commission 
has proposed European 
Union (EU) legislation 
implementing the Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting 
(BEPS) principles tabled last 
October by the Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD).

Indeed, its comprehensive 
package gold plates the BEPS 
rules in certain areas, adding 
new requirements that go 
beyond the OECD proposals 
– something that is of concern 
to Chas Roy-Chowdhury, head 
of taxation at ACCA.

The package involves a 
new tax avoidance directive, 
which would significantly affect 
how multinational corporations 
(MNCs) paid tax within the 
union. And Brussels has also 
proposed reforms to the EU 
administration cooperation 
directive coordinating EU 
tax authorities.

The avoidance directive 
has six key elements, the last 
two of which are not covered 
by BEPS:
1 Companies receiving 

dividends, capital gains 
and profits from arms 
of their business based 
outside the EU must 
declare whether tax was 
paid on these earnings at 
source. If not, then member 
states could tax these 
earnings themselves.

2 The amount of interest that 
EU companies can deduct 
from their tax liabilities is 
limited, deterring MNCs 
from shifting debt to high 
tax jurisdictions from 
lower tax countries, where 
interest payments reduce 
tax bills more moderately.

3 ‘Hybrid mismatch’ tax 
avoidance through 

exploiting different tax 
rates for similar categories 
of earnings (such as 
royalties) is prevented, 
by insisting that the legal 
characterisation of a type of 
earning used in the source 
country be applied when 
such money is moved to 
another jurisdiction. 

4 A catch-all ‘general anti-
abuse rule’ will enable 
countries to ignore tax 
arrangements that do not 
reflect where earnings are 
actually made.

5 Exit taxes will be levied on 
intellectual property (IP) 
or patents moved from a 
member state to a low-tax 
jurisdiction outside the 
EU, preventing companies 
from avoiding paying EU 
tax on earnings generated 
from IP, which may have 
been developed within 
the EU.

6 Member states will have the 
power to tax locally based 
MNC parents on any profits 
these companies transfer to 
lower tax countries, where 
the effective difference 
between tax rates 
exceeds 40%.

These elements would be 
underpinned by reforms to the 
administration cooperation 
directive, telling EU tax 
authorities to circulate country-
by-country reports on key 
MNC tax-related information. 
The amendment would ensure 
that this work is done in a 
harmonised way – although 
such declarations would not 
be made public.

‘A lot of work and effort 
was put into the BEPS 
programme; I don’t think we 
should be pushing further,’ 
Roy-Chowdhury says. ‘We 

need to emphasise that the 
EU is a good place to do 
business in.’ He is concerned 
that a ‘herd mentality’ could 
prevail among EU member 
states, which will decide the 
final shape of the legislation 
within the EU Council of 
Ministers. ‘Governments want 
to be seen as being tough 
on multinationals; that’s the 
landscape we’re in,’ he warns. 
He predicted strong support 
from the French government 
and was keen to see what the 
German government’s stance 
would be.

The UK’s position, as home 
to Europe’s largest financial 
centre and soon to stage 
an in-out referendum on EU 
membership, will also be of 
interest. As taxation proposals, 
these laws must be approved 
unanimously by the Council of 
Ministers, with no European 
Parliament veto.

An EY note recommended 
that multinationals step-
up monitoring of council 
debates and lobby local 
political representatives. 
It also predicted there 
could be some significant 
changes to the commission’s 
proposals, stating: ‘The future 
implementation of all or parts 
of either directive, in either 
current form or amended, will 
have a significant impact on 
the taxation of multinational 
companies and will trigger 
an unprecedented change in 
European taxation.’ 

That said, EY anticipated 
delays in agreement, which 
the commission wants by 
July, allowing implementation 
by January 2017 – blindingly 
fast for EU decision-making, 
especially for important and 
complex proposals. ■ 

Keith Nuthall, journalist

For more information:

See the article on BEPS, page 38
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To blog or not to blog?
A well-managed blog can be an effective means of demonstrating your expertise, of far 
more use than the ubiquitous ‘meet the team’ webpage

From cloud to search 
engine optimisation, recent 
years have seen the savvy 
CFO’s digital toolbox 
grow exponentially. But 
what of blogging? The big 
players have long packaged 
shareable content like reports 
as ‘Insights’ or ‘Viewpoints’ 
– but how does this translate 
for smaller practices and 
affiliated industries? 

Today’s blogging landscape 
is almost unrecognisable 
from its clunky beginnings – 
those angsty online diaries 
spearheaded by millennials in 
the mid 1990s. After the term 
was coined in 1999, blogs 
fast went mainstream. That 
same year, hosted platforms 
Blogger.com and LiveJournal 
were born, and the rest, as 
they say, is digital history: by 
the mid-Noughties, blogs 
were everywhere, adopted by 
political parties, news channels 
and, finally, business. The 
uptake drove the development 
of platforms: increasingly 
customisable, with mobile-
friendly options, and partnered 
by a slew of social media 
platforms – not least the rise 
and rise of microblogging via 
Twitter, Weibo and the like.

The evolution has seen the 
entry point to blogging drop 
from an assumed fluency in 
HTML to, well, a device and 
an internet connection. But 
while the means and outlets for 
publishing content may have 
opened up, the increasingly 
intertwined and complex nature 
of today’s online ecosystem of 
social networks, news feeds and 
search engines means blogging 
alone is rarely enough. The 
digital success stories of today 
see individuals and companies 
drawing connections, curating 
content and cross-referencing 
channels for maximum reach. 
Where you post matters as 
much as what you post.

Why blog?
A well-managed blog can be 
a cornerstone of a company’s 
marketing strategy. First, 
the more visited pages a 
website comprises, the higher 
its search engine ranking. 
Arguably more useful than 
countless ‘meet the team’, 
‘contact us’, or ‘what we do’ 
pages, a self-hosted blog 
integrated into a company’s 
website is a way to grow page 
count, all the while reaping less 
tangible benefits. 

Sharing 
industry insights 
and opinions can 
establish companies 
and individuals as 
thought leaders 
in their respective 
realms. And as 
ACCA members 
can attest, in a 
field as varied 
as accountancy, 
demonstrating 
niche expertise 
matters. That 
could be natural 

resources, or forensic, or in the 
case of financial professional 
Caroline Wood, food.

Her WordPress blog, 
‘The Ingredients of Business’ 
(theingredientsofbusiness.
com), represents the 
intersection of the Canberra-
based accountant’s two 
passions: food and numbers. ‘I 
love food and small business; 
blogging and creating an 
online business that supported 
food businesses seemed like 
a great match,’ she explains. 
‘Blogging helps me to build 
my credibility and make 
connections both with food 
businesses and others who are 
working with food businesses. 
It also gives me an opportunity 
to showcase small food 
businesses – I love chatting to 
the people running them and I 
am keen to promote them.’

More practically, externally 
managed websites can 
take time to update. A 
domain-hosted blog with 
a straightforward content 
management system (CMS) 
empowers businesses to quickly 
share information that matters. 

What to blog?
Whether corporate or 
independent, quality matters, 
and content must be relevant 
to target audiences. For 
international organisations, 
regional insights are an 
obvious starting point, but 
how can smaller practices 
engage? Content specialist 
Felicia Crawford is blog 
manager at Moz, developers 
of inbound marketing 
software: ‘I think the best 
way to decide what to post is 
to research what’s going on 
in your world.’ This is where 
web monitoring services 

come into their own, through 
customisable searches of 
key words or phrases via free 
tools such as Google Alerts, 
paid services like Mention or, 
for specialist financial tidbits, 
Bloomberg Professional. 

Moz’s own service is called 
Fresh Web Explorer: ‘[Use 
these tools] to see who’s 
mentioning key terms in your 
niche, read the recent articles 
that pop up, get a feel for 
what questions are being 
asked in forums. Any way you 
can measure that temperature 
is a place you can farm ideas. 
Speaking to the questions that 
are continually asked – or that 
haven’t been answered yet – 
can be key,’ advises Crawford.

In affiliated industries, blogs 
remind and reassure potential 
consumers – accountants – of 
specific skillsets and expertise. 
Case in point: New Zealand-
based online accounting 
providers Xero, who recently 
shared details of several Asia 
roadshows, as well as regular 
practical solutions for digitally 
savvy CFOs.

How to engage?
The shift in how content is 
shared has been a game-
changer. Social media has 
transformed possibilities for 
engagement, all the while 
connecting would-be clients 
with the right expertise. Global 
grasp aside, social networks 
are also ideal tools for focusing 
outreach on a regional basis.

Deloitte employs a range 
of social media platforms 
including LinkedIn, Facebook 
and Twitter to publish bite-size 
abstracts of longer, location-
specific posts, driving readers 
back to its self-hosted, 
integrated ‘insights’. In China, 

A domain-hosted 
blog with a 

straightforward 
CMS empowers 

businesses 
to quickly 

share information
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their ‘globalization’ goes 
one step further, through 
microblogging site, Weibo, 
where the fi rm boasts a 
respectable 26,741 fans.

Of course, when it comes 
to reach, quality trumps 
quantity. In today’s world of 
uniquely customisable social 
media feeds, this is the realm 
in which prospective clients, 
critics and future employees 
engage and interact. Wood 
explains, ‘The niche I work 
with [small food businesses 
startups] is pretty specifi c. 
Using social media enables me 
to widen my potential client 
base beyond my local area. 
Because I rarely get to meet 
clients in person, my blog acts 
as an extended business card.’

Crawford also endorses 
blogging’s social aspect: ‘I 
believe your community is 
your foundation, and that if 
you can get them to invest 
time, effort and even emotion 
into engaging with your blog, 
that’s a huge aspect of what 
can make it successful. Maybe 
that comes with being a 
thought leader, with offering 
free educational resources, 
with acting as a safe place 
to host discussions and ask 
questions, with engaging in 
the community in new and 
interesting ways.’

Should you blog?
Blogging’s detractors claim 
the medium’s role has been 
usurped in recent years by 
social media. True enough: in 
an age where many receive 
tailored news via customised 
Facebook feeds, a blog in 
isolation becomes something 
of an island, reliant on readers’ 
loyalty, not to mention SEO 
knowhow, for visibility. But 
when cross-referenced with 
the right social platforms – 
especially your own – blogs 
remain an apt platform for just 
the kind of long-form content 
that demonstrates expertise. 

What does this mean for 
accountancy today? A cursory 
online search of industry blogs 

Picking a platform

The biggest question for would-be bloggers is: do you want to integrate a blog into your 
website, or should it be separate? The market leader by far is open-source resource, 
WordPress. Established in 2003, the platform offers two options for would-be bloggers. 

For beginners, the platform’s .com version is well worth a look. Completely free, it’s very 
straightforward, if limited in themes – that is, your overall blog template. WordPress is your 
host – and a reliable one at that – but you can’t completely customise your URL. That said, 
WordPress staff take care of all maintenance, including optimisation and backups. 

Arguably the more professional option, the platform’s paid service WordPress.org 
poses several key advantages. Its free counterpart’s foolproof CMS is delivered via software 
to install into your own site – meaning it’s integrated into your own URL. Depending on 
what you already own domain-wise, the platform costs between US$13 to US$18, plus a host 
server. Once there, it’s fully customisable, boasts plugin potential aplenty – and you can 
keep 100% ad revenue from your site.

reveals a graveyard of ditched 
blogs. As Wood explains, 
content is key, but commitment 
is just as important: ‘I don’t 
think blogging is for everyone; 
it is time consuming. There 
are lots of [other] ways to 
connect with an audience. 

The big challenge of blogging 
is being consistent – both in 
terms of the quality of your 
blog, but also frequency, and 
making sure you are delivering 
worthwhile content.’ ■

Frances Arnold, journalist
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Giving something back
Charities and community organisations clearly benefi t from pro bono support from 
accountants, but volunteering enriches the lives of the accountants too

Why would anyone want 
to take unpaid leave from 
their day job or – possibly 
even less appealing – use 
up their paid annual holiday 
entitlement to work for 
free in a poor country, with 
people they don’t know?

The answer is simple: 
it’s about giving back to 
society. There is a wide 
range of international 
volunteering programmes 
to suit many interests. Of 
particular relevance to fi nance 
professionals – and popular 
among ACCA members – is 
Accounting for International 
Development (AfID), 
which offers accountants 
volunteering opportunities.

To date, more than 800 
accountants have offered 
their time and skills to 
not-for-profi t organisations 
in over 50 countries, on 

assignments lasting anywhere 
from two weeks to 12 months. 
They have supported schemes 
including conservation 
projects, hospitals, micro-
fi nance organisations, street-
child centres and women’s 
empowerment programmes. 

The aim of the assignments 
is to develop and enhance the 
skills, confi dence and potential 
of the local people, so that 
not-for-profi t organisations 
have the fi nancial 
management capacity to 
deliver effective programmes. 
AfID calculates that its 
volunteers have donated 
nearly £11m in pro bono 
accounting services to date.

While charities and 
community organisations 
clearly benefi t from having 
free input from professional 
accountants, volunteering 
also enriches the lives of the 

accountants themselves – as 
the following case studies of 
three ACCA members show. 

Simplicity is bliss
Malaysian-born Denise Yoke 
Wah Ma works as a fi nancial 
analyst for fast-moving 
consumer goods company 
Panamex Pacifi c in Singapore.

‘It made me  
realise that it is 

important to learn 
to be content, and 

that sometimes 
simplicity is bliss’

Looking for both 
a change of scenery 
and the chance to 
make a difference, 
she decided to 
volunteer with AfID. 
She undertook a 
two-month project 
with Grace House 
Community Centre 
in Cambodia. 
The centre offers 
impoverished locals 
the chance to learn 
a craft, language 
and vocational skills 

that will help them become 
self-suffi cient.

Ma was mainly involved 
with a women’s social 
enterprise project that is run 
by the centre. Local women 
learn how to weave products 
such as bags and purses from 
natural materials, including 
hemp and water hyacinth. 
These are then sold for profi t 
in local shops and, more 
recently, in New York. 

As part of her role, 
Ma helped to review the 
costing and profi tability of 
the products, focusing on 
areas such as labour and 
material costs, and overheads. 
She also helped to create 
spreadsheets that could be 
used to monitor stock levels. 

One of the highlights of the 
assignment for Ma was getting 
to ring the centre’s school bell, 
which was used to signal when 
lessons were about to start or 
end. She says: ‘It was amazing 
to go back to basics.’

Overall, the assignment 
gave Ma a fascinating insight 
into a working culture that 
was completely different from 
the one she was used to. It 
also gave her an insider’s view 
on how NGOs work. So did 

▼ ‘Back to basics’
Denise Ma (left) with fellow 
volunteer Georgia Millroy 
in Cambodia
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it change her perspective at 
all? ‘It made me realise that 
it is important to learn to be 
content, and that sometimes 
simplicity is bliss.’

Children in Cambodia
Eva Janoskova is fi nancial 
director at Arval, part of 
the BNP Paribas group, 
in Bratislava, Slovakia. In 
2014, she used her annual 
leave entitlement to spend 
fi ve weeks in one of the 
most deprived regions of 
Cambodia, supporting Salariin 
Kampuchea, an education and 
youth empowerment centre 
offering free English, computer 
and life skills courses to 
vulnerable children.

A keen traveller, Janoskova 
came across AfID while 
searching the internet for 
volunteering opportunities. 
‘I was happy to fi nd a good 
match where I could offer a skill 
that would be useful,’ she says. 

As Salariin Kampuchea 
depends heavily on donations, 
it needs to demonstrate 
that the money it receives 
is properly accounted for. 
So Janoskova helped the 
manager of the centre with 
their fi nancial reporting by 
improving the use of existing 
accounting software to get 
the reporting done faster. She 
also undertook a review of the 
existing reporting system and 
the controls that were in place.

‘It was a really good 
experience spending some 
time in another country and 
learning about its culture,’ 
says Janoskova. ‘I also enjoyed 
seeing a different sector. I 
work in a normal corporate 
world, so it was interesting 
to see how hard it is for small 
entities to manage their 
reporting requirements.’

When asked for her advice 
to other would-be volunteers, 
Janoskova says: ‘If you are 
hesitant about volunteering, 
it’s good to get as much 
information as possible. AfID is 
very helpful. It’s also useful to 
speak to past volunteers.’

Finance flow in Nigeria
Augustine Entonu is Nigerian 
but has been living in London 
since 2008. He now works in 
a commercial advisory role 
within the UK civil service. 

Between August 2014 
and September 2015, Entonu 
worked with two Nigerian 
recipients of funding from 
Geneva-based fi nancing 
organisation The Global Fund, 
which counts Bill and Melinda 
Gates among its founders. 
The two recipients were the 
National Malaria Elimination 
Programme and Africare 
– a US non-governmental 
organisation (NGO) that was 
established to fi ght AIDS, 
tuberculosis and malaria, and 
which has an offi ce in Nigeria. 

‘I felt it was time to give 
back to my country,’ says 
Entonu. ‘I decided to do it 
through AfID because of the 
opportunities it offers.’

For much of the 
assignment, Entonu juggled 
his volunteering work with paid 
work as a university lecturer 
– he’s a visiting professor at 
Grenoble Graduate School of 
Business – and spending time 
with his wife and two children. 
His wife was very supportive, 

though. ‘She knew it was close 
to my heart,’ he says.

Entonu drew on his 
ACCA training during his 
assignment, helping to 
redesign and strengthen 
the two recipients’ fi nancial 
management systems. He 
also supported a customer 
supply chain integration 
project that involved the 
distribution of insecticide-
treated insect nets. His role 
was to ensure there was 
suffi cient accountability to 
donors regarding how money 
was spent.

One of the most important 
lessons Entonu learned from 

his assignments was that 
projects shouldn’t just be 
about the results. ‘It’s about 
the journey as well as the 
destination,’ he explains. ‘Enjoy 
the journey and you will see the 
results before you get to your 
destination. I feel have made a 
contribution to helping ensure 
that fi nancing fl ows to those 
who need it most. It was a 
very humbling experience.’ ■

Sally Percy, journalist

▲ ‘A good match’
Eva Janoskova (second 
from right) with the staff 
of Salariin Kampuchea

For more information:

Visit afi d.org.uk or email 
info@afi d.org.uk

▲ ‘Humbling experience’
AfID volunteers working in Nigeria: (left 
to right) Temi Garrick, George Meacham, 
Augustine Entonu and Peter Ellis
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Progress report
We’ve been listening to members’ feedback and working hard to improve our offering. 
Helen Brand, ACCA chief executive, highlights recent developments

In the September 2015 
edition of Accounting and 
Business I wrote about 
how we use feedback from 
members’ surveys to adapt 
and improve the services we 
provide to our members. 
Now that we’re a few months 
into 2016, it feels like a good 
time for a progress report.

Members consistently tell 
us they are proud of the ACCA 
Qualification, and rightly 
so. ACCA has an excellent 
global reputation, and that’s 
thanks to the contribution 
that our members make to 
organisations and economies, 
and the important positions 
they hold. It’s our priority 
to make sure that ACCA 
members and their skills 
remain in high demand; we 
want to help you all stand out. 

Our new ACCA Careers 
website is an essential part of 
this plan. I’m delighted that 
this has been up and running 

for six months now – some of 
you may already have visited 
it. The site is a busy hub for 
job vacancies around the 
world, but you’ll also find 
a wide range of valuable 
careers advice to help you 
improve your employability 
– visit careers.accaglobal.
com/careers-advice.html. 
To complement this, the 
Accounting and Business 
team has also produced a 
one-off careers magazine, 
Ambition, which is packed 
full of essential advice and 
articles and is available at 
members.accaglobal.com/
actingonyourfeedback. 

Accessing qualifications
We believe it’s vital to keep 
track of what employers are 
looking for from finance 
professionals so that we can 
continue to adapt our training 
to meet their expectations. 
ACCA-sponsored research 

found that for senior finance 
positions, employers like to 
see a professional and an 
academic qualification, and 
we’ve worked with universities 
to make sure that our members 
have access to further study. 

We’ve run a global MBA 
programme with Oxford 
Brookes University for several 
years (ranked fifth in the 
2016 QS Distance Online 
MBA rankings). We’ve 
also developed a ground-
breaking partnership with the 
University of London (UoL), 
which gives our members the 
opportunity to gain a Master’s 
in Professional Accountancy 
through a flexible online 
programme at significantly 
reduced cost. 

Our partnership with UoL 
allows students to study for the 
Master’s degree concurrently 
with their ACCA studies and 
is the first truly integrated 

Master’s programme with 
an accountancy body at a 
professional level. It’s not 
limited to students; ACCA 
members and affiliates need 
only complete one module 
and one project to earn it. 
Registration starts on 11 April.

Another success was our 
agreement with the Institute of 
Internal Auditors (IIA) to offer 
a tailored exam that allowed 
ACCA members to qualify as 
Certified Internal Auditors. The 
ACCA-IIA Challenge Exam 
was offered in November, and 
almost 1,500 of our members 
took it. We are continuing to 
work with the IIA to provide 
members with routes to CIA. 

Flexible CPD
CPD remains a central focus 
for us, and we are especially 
keen for our CPD policy to 
be as flexible as possible 
given the wide geographical 
spread of our members. You 
don’t have to attend face-to-
face courses in order to gain 
verifiable CPD – any learning 
activity is verifiable if it can be 
proven that the learning took 
place and has been applied 
in practice. Indeed, ACCA 
has recognised that many 

Find inspiration from ACCA Careers

Looking for a new role can be a daunting exercise. 
Technology and social media have changed the way 
that recruiters and jobseekers behave, bringing both 
opportunities and challenges. At ACCA Careers, our 
aim is to bring you job opportunities, while providing a 
wealth of information to help you in your job search, plus 
advice to help you secure an amazing new role. Publishing 
your CV and career aspirations is a good way of sparking 
interest from potential employers. You can do this and find 
inspiration from the many real examples of career paths 
others have chosen at accacareers.com. 

◄ Making connections
Alan Hatfield, ACCA executive 
director of strategy and 
development (left), and Ronald 
Qiu, managing director of 
Bivision Solutions and member 
of ACCA China’s Professional 
Expert Forum
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members will be learning and 
developing skills by taking 
on new roles and tasks in the 
workplace. This will involve 
having briefings, doing 
research and perhaps work-
shadowing to take these tasks 
on. We offer a huge range 
of CPD activities, including 
webinars and e-learning 
modules, networks and 
forums, and the opportunity to 
participate in research as well 
as technical events. 

Future-proofing
The role of an accountant is 
not static, so we need to be 
sure that our members are 
equipped with the skills and 
knowledge that maximise their 
employability. We regularly 
carry out research into the 
future skills of accountants and 
constantly refresh our CPD 
training to reflect the results. 
A key theme from recent 
research is that soft skills are 
increasingly in demand among 
finance professionals, and 
we are producing a series 
of free webinars that focus 
on the building of these 
skills. See accaglobal.com/
cpdwebinars. We’re also 
planning new certificates in 

business valuations and Islamic 
finance. You can keep up with 
all the latest CPD news in our 
monthly ezine, CPD Direct. 

Find an accountant
As well as improving the skills 
of our members, we would 
also like to make it easier for 
potential clients to find ACCA 
members and firms who can 
help support and grow their 
business. So we’ve recently 
launched an improved version 
of the ‘Find an Accountant’ 
service on our homepage. 
This allows users to search by 
location and by the services 
offered by members, and to 
click directly through to each 
firm’s website. Visit members.

accaglobal.com/
findaccountant.

In my last article 
(AB, September 
2015) I talked 
about the testing 
of a new members’ 
website, developed 
with extensive 
input from our 
members. This has 
been rated very 
positively by users, 
and we would like 
to thank everyone 
who has helped 

us build the best possible 
version we can. The beta site 
is now open to all members. 
We are tweaking it in response 
to feedback, and soon it will 
transition to become the ‘real’ 
member area. See members.
accaglobal.com.

Representing you
As you can see, there’s a lot 
going on – but we are still 
continuing with the very 
important job of representing 
your opinions and the 
view of the profession with 
governments, regulators 
and tax authorities. ACCA 
has become a powerful 
global body, and we have a 
responsibility to help shape 
the future of our profession, 
make sure the views of our 

members are heard and 
raise the profile of our well-
respected ACCA Qualification.

You can keep up with 
everything we are doing 
through our website and 
your member magazine, 
Accounting and Business, 
and through your weekly AB 
Direct email bulletin. The 
magazine is also evolving and 
you can now access its content 
in a variety of ways. The new 
AB apps include a growing 
selection of video content. See 
accaglobal.com/ab.

We will keep working 
for you, but we cannot do 
it without your feedback. 
Please look out for our next 
satisfaction survey – and thank 
you to everyone who has 
contributed so far. ■

We act on your feedback

Over the last 12 months we have sought your feedback 
on what matters to you and how we as your professional 
membership body can better support you. Everything you 
have said has been collated, analysed and used to guide 
us on what we can do to improve our services. 

We’re pleased to share with you the highlights of 
the feedback you have sent us, and what we are doing 
in response, through the member beta website: 
members.accaglobal.com/actingonyourfeedback.

► Eager to learn
Aspiring young professionals 
from Hong Kong took the 
opportunity to get Helen 
Brand’s perspective on 
changing expectations of the 
finance team at the Young 
Members League gathering  

We regularly carry 
out research into 

the future skills 
of accountants 
and constantly 

refresh our 
CPD training to 

reflect the results
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Grand opening
The Lord-Lieutenant of Greater London praised the role ACCA 
has played in social inclusion as he opened its new headquarters

Her Majesty’s Lord-
Lieutenant of Greater 
London, Kenneth Olisa, 
offi cially opened ACCA’s 
new global head offi ce at 
The Adelphi in London on 
9 February. 

Speaking about his role as 
the Queen’s representative for 
Greater London, the Lord-
Lieutenant briefed ACCA 
Council, current and past 
ACCA presidents, offi cial 
guests and ACCA staff about 
how his work as the founder 
of two technology merchant 
banks and as director of 
Reuters had given him a keen 
understanding of accountancy 
and reporting.

As an experienced and 
successful businessman and 
philanthropist, Olisa said 
that being able to ‘manage 
what can be measured’ 
is crucial, and that the 
ability to perform this work 
professionally and fi ttingly 
is a real value-add of the 
accountancy profession.
Olisa also praised ACCA for 
its commitment to an issue 
close to his own heart – that 
of social inclusion. He made 
special mention of ACCA’s 
commitment to ethics and 
professionalism, explaining 
how an ethical approach 
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is much needed in the 
global and interconnected 
business world. 

Echoing the Lord-
Lieutenant’s views on social 
mobility, Helen Brand, chief 
executive of ACCA, said 
at the event: ‘All at ACCA 
believe there should be no 
artifi cial barriers to anyone of 
ability pursuing this illustrious 
profession. And, since the 
earliest days of ACCA, we 
have taken this philosophy 
across the world. It is 
important to [members] and, 
I believe, to the delivery of 

ACCA’s future ambition, that 
ACCA is headquartered in 
surroundings that tell the story 
of our heritage, our modern 
relevance and future vision.’

ACCA’s president, Datuk 
Alexandra Chin, concluded 
the event by saying: ‘This 
celebration marks a new 
chapter for ACCA. I am sure 
that The Adelphi years will 
build on ACCA’s Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields era and on our success. 
As a leading professional 
body for a global profession, I 
am confi dent of ACCA’s future 
direction and vision.’ ■

ACCA member 
benefits
Employability
Membership improves 
earning power and job 
prospects on a global 
scale.

Infl uence and 
representation
Members play key 
roles in representing 
and developing the 
profession, backed by 
cutting-edge research.

Knowledge and 
connections
Keep up to date with 
our publications and 
social media feeds. Our 
events let you network 
with a large peer group.

Personal development
CPD, training and career 
progression support.

ACCA Careers
Our careers portal gives 
guidance and lists job 
vacancies worldwide.

Customer care
Fast and effi cient 
support around the 
clock, by phone, email 
and webchat.

Go to www.accaglobal.
com/memberbenefi ts

▲ Open for business
Kenneth Olisa, the Lord-Lieutenant of Greater London, did the 
honours at the official opening of ACCA’s new global head office, 
alongside Helen Brand (far left) and Datuk Alexandra Chin

Robot revolution

The 12th edition of Accountancy Futures has been published. It 
covers the hot topic of robots – how far has the world come in 
developing robots, how are they being used already, and what 
is artifi cial intelligence? And how far are recent developments 
affecting the work of professional accountants? We cover a wide 
range of issues, including corporate reporting reform, business 
ethics, corporate governance in Pakistan, audit, tax, public 
sector, wellbeing and much more. Read also our interview with 
Philippe Arraou, president of French accountancy body CSOEC. 
Visit bit.ly/ACCA-AF12.
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CPD
Get verifiable CPD units by 
reading technical articles

The magazine for fi nance professionals
ABCN Accounting and Business

Think AheadThink Ahead Insight Workplace energy suckers
BEPS International tax reform

CPD technical SME fi nancial reporting
Opinion Shakespeare and business
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